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Rehuttal

To the editor:

I have never met John Portman, but I bet I'd like him.
He's bold and forceful, and has a nice sense of humor
too: he finds those chic articles on o'Architecturi 

as
Collage" or as "Typology" funny, or anyway, upsetting.

And I synpathize with John Portman because
Renaissance Centero the crown jewel of his development
gmpiry, is in default, and because cities everywheie
(*g:tly recently Cincinnati, New York Timcs,'Januel-y I,
1983) now call his trademark atrium space "vapid."

Mr. Portnan's New York problem 
- 

his passage in ten
years from "hero" 1s "[um" 

- 
is, I'm afraid, oJ hi" o*r,

making. Had he observed the principles he lays down in
the Skylinc interview he'd be a hero-still. John Portman
wants to'understand traditional urban environments."
He's against ooarchitectural 

extravaganzas" and thinks*buildings should appear quiet, as backdrops, instead of
flexing architectural muscle to attract attention," and ..in
the light o.f new knowledge (he) will change (his)
direction."

Well, the traditional urban environment of our unique
theater district is mostly low-scale, mixed-use structures
(rest-aurants, bars, studios, shops, and moderate-priced
hotels, in and around the razzli-dazzle of bright
marquees and theater doors opening onto the street).

To slap up long, S5-story-high blank walls in the heart
of the theater district is to spit in the traditional urban
environrnent's eye. The Portman Hotel will be a
whopping extravaganza, out to attract attention like
crazy.

As for "changing direction with new knowledgeo'o when
[re Harris Pomeroy and other architects persuasively
showed that the hoiel could indeed be built over the
theaters (and thereby end up working better), Nlr.
Portman scoffed, and barrelled ahead with his
destructive plan. And that's how New York, and the
nation, lct two of our finest theaters. Another lesson in
Staying The Course.
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Thc interaizw between John Portman and Peter Eisenman
in the Jarunry 19&3 Skyline prornpted this reply from a
leey p,artlcryant in the struggl.e to retain the character of
the theater distict.

So Peter Eisenman is puzzled by my lack of affection for
this project? Does he think that as an architecture buff I
should admire the ham-sandwich design? Or that as a
foundation-nik I should cheer the us. of UDAG, City tax
abatement, and State pension funds for a redundant
luxury hotel? Or that as a preservationist I shouldn't
have wanted to save the Morosco and the Helen Haves if
a way in everyone's interest could be found, and was
found?

We would also like to acknowledge the generous support
of the Best Products Foundation.

The opinions expressed in Skyline do not necessarily
reflect thme of the Editorial Advisory Board, the Board
of Sponsors, the IAUS, or the Publisher.
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Jury ofJuries: P/A Awards Program 1983
Panel discussion with Diaha Agresr,
John Dixon, Charles Gwathmey, Alan Plattus
and Roberr A.M. Stern with Steven Peterson as
moderator will discuss what rhis year's winning
entries reveal about the state of rchitecture
and future trends.

Raimund Abraham: Curreot Concerns
Raimund Abraham will present his recenr work

Bruce Cruffand the Limits of Individuality
in American.Architecture
David De Long will offer a crirical rerrospective
of the career of Bruce GoS ( r9o4- r98z).

Admission to lectures is free for members,
$5-oo for non-members. Members are
encouraged to make reservations in advance.
These events are made possible in parr with
public funds from rhe New York State Couocil
on rhe Arts.
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Paris

Concours, Alors

Comoetition results for the Parc de la
Villeite, the T6te de la D6fense, the
Optira Bastille, and the Ministire des
Finances have sparked heated debate in
Paris.

H6ldne Iipstadr

The Socialist government wants French society fair and
wants it French. The manner in which these principles
are being applied to architecture is paradoxical. The
govemment began by using the high-handed methods
characteristic of previous governments to alter
commissions awarded in several competitions initiated by

Giecard d'Estaing. Colboe, Phillippon, and Bardon,
competition-winning architects for the future Mustie du
Dix-Neuvidme Siecle, a rehabilitation of the former Care

d'Orsay, are still on the job, but the exhibition spaces
will be designed by Gae Aulenti. The T6te de la
Dtlfense competition for an International Center of
Communication (see Skyline, December 1982, p. 35) is
being restaged. The entries for the Center, scheduled to
open in 1988, will be judged in April.

In the competition for La Villette, Adrien Fainsilber,
previously appointed architect for the entire project, will
now design only the building-the conversion of the
50O,000-s.f. skeleton of an unflnished meat market into
the Musie des Sciences et des Techniques. A new
competition is underway for the surrounding park-a
75-acre area left vacant when the former slaughterhouses
of Paris were moved. The Parc de la Villette
competition, like the T6te de Ia Dtifense, used a
star-studded jury featuring international architects who
brought their expertise to these new intemational, open,
and anonymous competitions (see Skyline, January 1983,
p. 26). La Villette, in particular, was planned as a
model competition. The largely foreign jury would insure
that the site, already drenched in scandal-the
buildings under construction for the multi-billion franc
modemization of the slaughterhouses were found to be so

outmoded that they could only be destroyed-would
become a symbol of Socialist culture. This goal was
written into the program for the urban park. Yet the
verdict has brought the entire competition system under
critical scrutiny.

The jury's selection of nine first-prize winners slated to
compete in March has satisfied no one. [They are Rem
Koolhaas and Elia Zenghelie (England); Bernard
Tschumi (New York); Alexandre Chemetov (Paris
landscape architect and son of architect Paul Chemetov);
A. Arriola (Spain); J. Gourvermec (France); Gilles
Vexlard (France); Sven Andersson (Denmark);
Bernard Laesue (France); and Van Geasel (Holland).]
It has been claimed that these nine are so varied and
contradictory that the jury is unlikely to ever agree on a

strong pmject. In fact, jury watchers maintain that
indecision was to be expected, given the professional
split between "plain" architects and landscape architects
in France, and thus on the jury. For the jury, the very
existence of this second competition represents a lack of
faith in their abilities. The original jury at La Villette
was the only one empowered to dictate its preference to
the President and it hedged its bets.

With the contest now public, it is inevitably political.
Five of the winners, despite their ISO,(XX) franc prizes,
are considered to be foils, chosen to make the infinitely
superior projects look even better. For many, the
"also-rans' given honorable mentions 

- 
AIan Sarfctti'

Jean Nouvel, Hiroahi llara, Richard Meier, and
Gaetano Peece 

-count 
as the "should-have-wons."

The contest, many think, will be decided among the
remaining fs61-1$,e landscape architects, the well
connected Alexandre Chemetov and Giles Vexlard,
whose successful mix of architectural and garden motifs
may heal the breach on the jury, and two foreign
architects, Rem Koolhaas and Bemard Tschumi, whose
brilliant and elegant graphics will certainly remain
infuential.

Two other competitions, for the Oprira Bastille (see
Skylinc, f)ecember 1982, p.35) and for the Ministdre de
I'Economie et des Finances 

- 
reserved for French

architects and won by Borja Huidobror PauI
Chemetov, Jean-Baptiete Lacoudre, and Christian
Devillere of A.U.A. 

-have 
also been controversial. In

the latter case, the finalists' models reportedly
languished on Francpie Mitterand'e desk one month
beyond the announced date, as nervspapels published
the names and characteristics of the first-round winners,
and news of the President's dissatisfaction with each.

Competitianfor the Parc d,e laVillette.

Entry by Bernard Tschumi. Plan

E ntry by Alexandre C hemctw

His decision to respect the jury's almost unanimous
choice may have been a response to criticism of the La
Villette verdict.

Will financially strapped France really build these
competition designs? The 1989 Yorld's Fair, the
Exposition Universelle, holds the answer, for each site,
with its museum, auditorium, or assembly places, must
do double duty as an attraction for 1989. (The new
Ministire will allow,the Louvre to be turned entirely over
to museum use.) The planners of the Expo, architects
Vittorio Gregotti, Antoine Grurnbach, Renzo Piano
and Ionel Schein, have sketched architectural links
between the two riverside sites and Paris: floating
pontoon islands designed by Piano to the west and a
building-the Musie de la Rivolution-as a bridge to
the east. The site is being planned by Gregotti but will
be designed by some future competition winner. Expo
head Robert Bordaz, who masterminded the creation
of the Pompidou Center, has chosen a narne, "Chemins
de la Liberti," and selected the committee of architects
who, unlike the planners, are not excluded from future
competitions and commissions. These "happy few"
include names familiar from the other juries: La Villette
finalist Rem Koolhaae, jurors Joeeph Rykwert and
Arata leozaki, and runner-up Richard Meier, also a
member of the l,a Dtifense j,r.y, l- Villette runner-up

Exploded axonometric

Entry by A. Arriola
and la Defense juror Oriol Bohigae, Optira jurors
Bernard Huet and Mathias Ungers, Ministdre des
Finances winner Paul Chemetov, Mustie du
Dix-Neuvidme Siicle designer Gae Aulenti and a
newcomer, I.M. Pei, to whom a building in the La
Villette Park might be offered.

Thus the E*po jr.y system, designed by the inclusion of
foreigrrers to insure faimess, might facilitate alliances
and trade-offs. Will it create a "Socialist Style," as

ambitious and generous as the govemment's goals for
social and cultural equality? Paul Chemetov's Ministdre
would mesh perfectly with a park by his son, Alexandre
Chemetov, less well with a Tschumi or Koolhaas
scheme. Yet patterns are beginning to emerge. Gone are
the Grand Prix and commercial firms, post-modemism or
any hybrid of classicism, and Ricardo Bofill, certainly a
contestant at [,a Villette.

Competitions have succeeded in attracting international
attenlion to Paris where Jack Lang, the controversial
Minister of Culture has not. A lesson in ooarchitectural"

French, soon to be a required language for those, like
Aulenti and Gregotti, who open Paris offices, might
begin with the word concours. It means not only
competition, but also cooperation, assistance, alliance
and meeting.
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Two architecture exhibitions are currently on view at the
Institut Frangais d'Architecture in Paris: Mario Botta:
dlnr le payrage comme rm poing aur la table, on
view until February 12, and Swiee Architectune,
l97O-198O, organized by the Swiss Federation of
Architects and on view until February 15.

Family House, Origlio, Suitzerland, (1981 1; Mario Botta

The observation that Switzerland would be one of the
lalggsl countries in Europe, if flattened, is brought to
mind by two recent shows held at the Institut Frangais
d'Architecture in Paris. The two exhibitions, "Swisi
Architecture 1970-1980,' organized by the Swiss
Federation of Architects, and "Mario ilotta: Dans le
paysage comme un poing sur la table," remind us of the
diversity of outpout of this small country. o'Swiss

Architecture" presents a stark, clear and perfectly
packaged image of the high quality and intelligence that
characterizes the modernist work of architectsiuch as
Bernhard Reichlin, F. Haller and A. Gatfeni.

I.n jg4aposing this show with ooDans le paysage. . .,"
the IFA sornewhat unfairly offers works 

-in 
the modernist

tradition as the background to those of Mario Botta. The
latter exhibition covers buildings and projects Botta has
produced _since 1978, with the catalogue lerving as the
second volume of his complete works. The exhiLition,
installed in the "friendly ihic" style that the IFA has
made its own, will undoubtedly have a great impact,
considering the star status Botta enjoys in Parls. (The
lecture that accompanied the opening was given twice in
order to accommodate the crowds.) Botta's work displays
a combination of uncompromising and accessible
qualities that make students dream and architects
wonder at his luck. Although the photographs exhibited
are familiar enough, the preparatory and working
drawings are mo,re astonishing. Botta convinces -his

private and, increasingly, corporate clients with
no-nonsense work-a-day drawings. They display neither
the- "cheap" pyrotechnics of the'colored pencil'nor the
stylishness of the neo-constructivist isometric; they are
almost without style.

The two exhibitions taken togerher suggest that Botta's
architecture is inherently Swiss and t[us perfectly suited
to the site, be it a business street in Lugano (Banque du
F,huod, 1982) or a town squ.re abutting a Napoleonic
barrack (Maison de la Culture, Chambdry, France, 1982)
or the many Ticino hilltops that he has made famous.
Yet takel away from its landscape, Botta's architecture

-marvelous 
and incomparable in Switzerland-could

beqome boringly, classically, modern if produced abroad
without the indigenous ingredients. The iorrential Alpine
stream of Botta publications and shows runs the risk-of
t"Ting his style into perfect packaging for a simplistic
a1'shilgslure 

- 
a latter-day form of the famous Helvetica

Bold typeface.
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lgth Centurv British
and Continenr.il Drawings

and Watercolors 
(-

!!'ednesdav, February 23 at
l0:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

Catalogue "Christopher." $10. $12 by mail. A
specialized sale of Architectural Driwings is
scheduled for the Sprine of 1983. (Con-
signment Deadline: Late March. 1983) For
viewing times and further infbrmarion, please
contact Kathleen Laughlin Harwood at
2121546-1102. For catalofue subscription in-
formation, please n'rite Christie's Catalogue
Department ,21-24 44th Avenue, Long Island
Citr', N.Y. lll0l

FRANCIS VYVYAN.JAGO ARUNDALE. Arundale, a
rare English arrist rr,lio died in 1853, uas a puoil and
friend oT Augustus Pugin. His architectural irainins is
evident in thelarge-scal"e scenes o[antiquity for rr,hicli'he
is knorln toda1. T5p: A Recreation of thi pdrthenon, rr.ith
a procession. Bottom: A Recreation of the Roman Forum,
with a triumphal procession-pen and broun ink, s-ater-
color. gouache, with rubbing 25Vt x 35.A in. (647 x g82
mm.) each. To be offered FCbruary 23, 1983.

ffiChristie's
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Winning entry by A.U A . (Borja Huid,obro,Christi.on
D eu i lle rs, P aul C hzmz too, I e an- B aptiste Lacou.dre )

Announced late in December was the winner for the
Ministire de I'Economie et des Finances competition
(see above). The winners, The Atelier d'Urbanisme et
d'Architecture (A.U.A.) won with a scheme designed by
firm members Borja Huidobro, Paul Chemetov, Christian
Devillers and Jean-Baptiste l,acoudre, with Emile
Duhart-Harosteguy as consulting architect. The
government agency plans to leave its spaces in the
f,ouvre for this new 150,(XX)-sq. meter building located
next to the Gare de Lyon and across the street from a
mammoth sports center now under construction. On the
other side of the Seine are the grounds for the 1989
Exposition Universelle. In a district with several historic
buildings, the architects have designed a large,
partially-elevated linear scheme. It is meant io echo, in
its shape, aligrrment, and the articulation of its facade,
the nearby old Bercy viaduct whose double-level arcades
bridge the Seine. Jury members for the competition
included James Stirling, Marc Emery, editoi of
L'Archilecatre d'Aujourd'hui, and Roland Simounet.

/

Swiss Shows at
IFA

Helene Lipstadt

More
Coneours

IohnH.Stubbs
Rare Books and Prints

(r

New Addm:

28 East lSth Street, Jrd Floor
NewYork, N.Y. l0OOl

Q12\982-8)68

(:raloguc of 300 architectural titles
available by request. Viewing of

wide selection of boks and prints
by appoinrment.

BALLENFORD
ARCHITECTURAL

BOOKS

MISSISSAUGA CITY HALL
lr.uPI.E:

January l9 to February 26

J. MICLI{EL KIRKLAND EDWARD JONES

98 Scollard St., Toronto, Ontario, M5R 1G2

. l0 am - 6 pm, Monday to Saturday, (416) 960-0055
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Mario Bona (phon courtesy IFA)
502 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022 2121546-1000
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I ndon

Competitions and Comrnunic ation

Janet Abrams

NatiorwlGallery exteruion. Reuised winning scheme (Nooember 1982) by Ahrends, Burton & Koralck

ABK schanc. Sectional eleuation

ABK schemc. Plans: lmtter , secondfloor, upper gall.ery

Nineteen eighty-two closed with the long-awaited results
of two major competitions and three public inguiries for
prominent sites in fondon, but few of them were
conclusive, In particular, the battle over the National
Gallery entension in Trafalgar Sguare seems destined to
rumble on well into 1983. The official winners,
Ahrende, Burton & Koralek, with Trafalgar House
developers, have been asked to redesign their scheme
from scratch, and second-place entrants Skidmore,
Owinge & Merrill, with london Land as developers,
are suing the Secretary of State for the Environment for
breach of competition rules. SOM are suing for costs of
at least 9500,000.

The announcement just before Christmas that ABK had
been selected followed considerable acrimony from
unsuccessful entrants over the surprise third stage to the
competition (Skyline, November 1982), in which ABK,
SOM and Arup Aeaociates were asked to make
substantial alterations to their shortlisted schemes. Peter
Denner of the shortlisted Covell Matthews Wheatley
Partnership estimated in November that more than {,2
million had been 'opoured down the drain" by the 79
competition entrants "if, as it appears, the competition
rules have been changed at this stage." ABK accordingly
squared off its circular gallery; SOM "lightened" its
elevations with projecting glass bays; Arup increased its
gallery space and simultaneously overloaded its facades
with top-heavy lantems.

The choice of ABK was a compromise reached after a
well-publicized split among the advisors. lord Annan
(Chairman of both the National Gallery trustees and of
the advisors) and Sir Michael Levey (NG director) both
supported SOM, unanimously backed by the gallery's
trustees. Meanwhile, Sir Hugh Casson, Dan Lacey of the
Property Services Agency, and chartered surveyor
Leonard Barr-Smith all favored ABK's scheme.

Allegations of xenophobia hung in the air, though the
Environment Secretary, Michael Heseltine, was reported
to have denied any anti-American bias. Heseltine,
arxious for a unanimous decision, apparently persuaded
the gallery representatives to drop their support for SOM
in return for a promise that they could commission a

completely new desigrr from the winning architects. The
outcome casts further doubt on the much-maligned
competition system that Heseltine so encouraged.

Before leaving the DoE in January for the Department of
Defense, of which he is now secretary' Heseltine finally
pronounced on several public inguiries. In a
controversial action he granted permission to both ival
schemes for a mixed development project on the Thames'
south bank near Sir Denys l,asdun's National Theatre
(1977). Whichever contender 

- 
Richard

Rogers/Grcycoat Estates or the Association of Waterloo
Groups (a local community effort backed by the Greater
London Council)-acquires the land first can proceed
with the development. Most of it is already owned by
Greycoats.

The British Broadcasting Corporation managed to
avoid the contention surrounding the National Gallery
competition by inviting eight firms to present ideas,
rather than specific building proposals, for a new
broadcasting center in Langham Place, opposite Nash's
All Soul's Church (1822) and its present administrative
headquarters, Broadcasting Housing (Val Myer' 1932).

Foeter Aseociates of London were selected for the
commission in December from a shortlist including the
Terry Famell Partnership and Arrp Asaociates.
Other firms interviewed were Richard Rogers &
Partners, Sebire Alleopp and Powell Moya &
Partners (from Britain), and Arthur Erickson and
Zeiiller Roberts from Canada' I.M. Pei and Roche
Dinkeloo were invited from the U.S.A. but declined to
participate shortly after the competition was announced
in August. Foster's firm is keeping its plans close to the
chest: It insists it was chosen for a demonstration of
development strategy rather than for a scheme, and has

released only two inscrutable annotated sketches by
Norman Foster. However, reliable witnesses say a
spectacular perspex model was presented at the final
interview, which indicated that Foster intends to
demolish the [,angham Hotel, built in 1861 to designs by
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Ranised schemc (Nmember 1982) by Skidmore, Owings & Menill
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The National Gallery, the BBC, md
other crurent projects in l,ondon have
inspired a great deal of discussion.

John Giles and John Murray, and listed Grade II as of
historic interest.

The architects are now entering discussions with the
BBC to formulate the precise p-garn for the technically
complex building, and the appropriate desigr team. Thi
corporation hopes that construction of the radio
broadcasting center (estimated cost between €15 million
and €l0O million) will commence around 1986 for
operation by the l99os, but the scheme is bound to be
challenged by the conservation lobby if it threatens the
Langham Hotel.

The Terry Farrell Partnerehip was thought to be a
strong contender for the BBC job as the firm is nearing
completion of its thoroughly post-modern classic
headguarters for the new moming television company
TV-AM at Camden Lock. The building is a convlrsion of
a canal-side two-story Eurye, and its street facade is the
proverbial decorated shed. An open-truss arch, with
colorful keystone, straddles two silver-gray walls
(concealing t.v. studios) in com-rgated bands separated
by naryow stripes in the colors of the rising surr. Th."e
blank facades erupt at each end into giant 3-D letters
that proclaim the company's presence unmistakably to
tho-s-e passing quiet Hawley Crescent along the major
traffic routes nearby.

The marriage of architecture and film is being
consummated on the london scraen in Peter
Greenawayte low-budget fiLm Thc Draughtsman's
Contract. The film has been packing them in, and in
December reached number 2 on the list of top box-olfice
fihns in f.ondon, a remartable success for a film showing
at only orrc outlet, albeit right in the heart of one of
London's most popular residential areas for architects:
Ei"_h"rd Rogers, Ed Jones, l.eo Krier and James Stirling
all live a stone's throw from the cinema, to name but
four.

The plot @ncerns a seventeenth-century draughtsman
who accepts a commission to make twelve drawings of
the house and gardens at Compton Anstey in Wiltihire
in exchange for sexual favors from the lady of the house.
The film is lusciously designed and seductively
performed in a style that recalls Beandsley, Visconti,
and Kubrick's Barry Lrydan. Nigel Coates, a Unit
Master at the Architectural Association, was
commissioned to do the drawings of the house (actually
in Kent), but his were in the end substituted by the
author/director's own renderings, on the grounds that they
"melted" into the live action better.

Head4uanersfor TV-AM, London; Teny Farrell Parnurqhip. Entranrce eleuation

TV-AM Headqwlters. Double-ii;ght atriun undcr construttbn, Jonuary 1983

Langham Hotel, Longham Place, l.ondon ( 1864); lohn Giles and John Murray (phon: Steaen Grodk)

Pekr Greenouay's d,rauings for his fibn The Draughtsman's Contract ( 1982 )
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Arts District

Margot Jaeqz

Vhile geverd projects in the area are alneady well
undenvay, a number of iesues relating to the
eeteblishment of an Arta District in Dallag rcmain
unreeolved. The eity is gtill in the proceee of negotiating
critied aepeetE of an otdinance defining the digtriet.
They hope to have the bill presented to the eurtent City
Council in February-or at least befon: April, when the
Council membenhip changes and the Mayor leaves
offiee.

If designated, the propooed Arts Distriet will mean the
establishment of deeign and development guidelines
aimed at stabilizing and defining a speeific arts-r€lated
neighborhood eharacter. An urban design plan for the
district encouraging a "vioually exeiting," mixed-use
area of retail, display, and rertaurant facilitiee, ac well
ae animated public epaeee for both formal and
Bpontaneoua events, waa drawn up for the city by Saoaki
Aecociatec, Haleyon Ltd., and l.ockwood, Andrewe &
Newnam. Prepared in eloee eoncultation with a
consortiurn of local ptuperty ownem and arte
organizations, the report oalle for a looge concentration
of arte faeilitiea organized around the Muceum of Fine
Ats, dready existing on a 20-bloek parcel northeaet of
downtown Dallas.

The Saaaki gtridelines sutgest an overall "themed
commercial eontext" for the district, to be organized
primarily around three nodee along Flora Street, the
central avenue of the eite. "Museum Croseing" ie a
two-block eoncentration of up-market boutiques,
galleriea, and arte-oriented ehops in front of the
museum. "Concert Lighte," the public activity center of
the district, would include theater-oriented nastaurants,
cafde, 8nd clubs. In addition to a new concert hall, the
grridelines sutgett creation of an "Arbor" and "Eleetric
Agora"-m open plaza and electric aignboard
rcminiec€nt of Times Squ"r". The far end of Flora Strcet
has been designated "Fountain Plaza," a market area
eurrounding an 8r yet nonexistent fountain and
convenient to a propoaed entertainment complex.

The rcconunended building envelope calls for a height
restriction of no morc than 50 feet at the edge of Flora
Street-which haE a 100-ft. wide right-of-way-with a
getback rcquircment of 50 feet for towen. Tower height
ia regulatod by exiating city limitationg. A "cngnelated"
etreet wall has bcen suggested, with oet-in entrancee and
small epaces providing variationr in a two-story baae of
retail and rcstaurant facilitieo. The planners also
reeommend the use of regional meteriale such as etone,
Etucco, and earth+one concrcte.

The firct private development agsociated with the
district, a fifty-story tower by Skidmore' Owinga &
Merrill'e Houston office for the Trammell Crow Company,
broke grannd in November, The SOM tower, known ao

the LTV Center, was designed to act as a "campanile"
for the Museum of Fine AI1o, which is sited on an
adjacent block delimiting one end of the digtrict. The
erueiform LTV tower, the talleet building in the area, is
distinguished by a multi-story pyramidal glase crown and
a gray-brown granite-elad shsft faeeted with bay
windowa. In working with the Arts District plannere, the
developen, who thought two towerr would have been
morc effrcient economicdly and etructurally, eventually
agreed that a single slender epire war more in keeping
with the planning concepm. The 28,000-s.f. footprint
allowe the r.emainder of the 100,00o-g.f. eite to be ueed
for gmall plazas, landscaping, and a retail/rrltsurant
pavilion dong F'lora Street. Also plannod ie a akybridge
linking the center with the pedeatrian network of the
central businees dietrict. The 1,3 million-s.f. gteel frame
building, expected to cost $150 million, is echcduled for
completion in 1984.

The firgt project within the digtrict boundarice, the
Ddlac Muleum of Fine Arts, ir expoctod to be comploted

-thia fdl. Designed by Edward Lsnaboo Bamcr, thc
193,000{. f., limeetone-clad muscum includea 77,000
e.f. of gallery space et three levela tenaced on the
sloping eight-acrc oite. The only dramatic gerturc in the
building'a profile, a t15-ft. high bamel vault dirtctly
behind the entrance and entranee court, ia dso on axis
with the end of F'lora Street.

MY Center, Dall,as; SOM Houston. Entra,nce

Dallu Mweum of Fine Aru; Edward Latafue Barnes, eorutwtian shot at entronee (photo: Dan Borsotti)

Dallas tlrtan Design Plan; Sasahi Assoeiates, Ine ,, Haleyon Isd,, and Loelrutood, Andrants & Nantnam, lne

The other major institution giving definition to the Arts
District will be a nen'concert hall being designed by
I.M. Pei and Partnere and seheduled to begin
conetruction in 1984. The baeic form of the faeility,
which will houoe a 2,200-oeat auditorium, has been
described ag a low square holding a higher rcetangle,
with the two volumes linked by a circular skylight.
Further detailg of the design, however, remain in fu,t
because the city hae not been able to fix prcject eosta,
the exact site (now two-and-a-hdf aerce), or
aupplementary program roquirements. Bond ieaues have
been pasacd, but the current plana, not yet rrleaaed to
the public, prcpose a facility coneiderably smaller than
one prcBcnted last May.

The orrdinance now being formulated by the city - and,
thereforc, the ultimate implementation of the district-
is alfected by severd factora not yet fully reaolved. Moat
important is that the city hae little leverage over private
enterpriae, and few incentives curently exigt in the
planning pnrcesr for developere to abide by "suggestione"

-the dlowed FAR in downtown ie already 20:1. The
propoeals for the Arts District rely to a large degree on
the property owner!' eompliance with guidelinee for
maeeing, programming, and, in effeet, ambienee, ae well
ag their willingneee to "subaidize" amaller arta

institutions. Besidec Trammell Crcw, other private
developen include the Tishman Company,
Luedtke-Aldridge-Pendelton, and Triland Intemational.
The hope ic that once a "critical maes" ia established -the museum, LTV Center, and the coneert hall - more
private developera will enter.

Alco eesential to the auoeeeg of the dietrict is the
egtablishment of an independent adminigtrative structutt
to overse€ consistent management of the area. The
make-up and powen of this group, although cerlain to
be weighed heavily in favor of the property ownetr, are
being negotiated now, along with zoning controle. If
feasible implemention of the entirt concept cannot be
aseured, then thc city could be committing itaelf to a
reported $21 million of public imprcvements without
guarante€ of suppon fiom a privato partnership it cannot
contrcl. Aheady Tighman teems to be heeitating. Ao one
local observer rur.rarked, "The idea of the Atg Diatrict
is wondefirl . . . [but] the area could eaeily end up ae

an olhce park with a couple of arls inetitutions." The
city, on the other hand, ie confidcnt that if they live up
to their part of the agreement, developero will respond
and behave appropriately.
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Notes &
Coment
'olWas Misquoted"

Thornas L. Schumacher

lc Corbusicr (1927)
We all rernember times when we were misguoted. When
the leaders of great nations are misquoted we may find
ourselves at war; or if a gossip columnist misquotes a
celebrity, his newspaper's insurance company *y b.
forced to raise its rates.

Not too much is known however, about important mistakes
of transcription among modern architects. The reasons
for this state of affairs is otrvious: The proper quotation
would make for boring polemics and would remain
eminently unqtntable. But, after some exhaustive
archival research and some eyewitness testimony, I have
uncovered some of the more egregious misquotations of
modem architectural theorists. Hopefi-rlly, these errata
will cast new light on the modem movement and its
products.

Ioub Su[ivan. "Fom followe function" has been
taken as a primary statement of causality for modem
desiga. But even a cursory examination of Sullivan's
buildings belies such direction of cause. How could the
mezzanine floors in so m.rny Sullivan office buildings
have been determined as such when their functions were
exactly the same as the other typical floors? No, Sullivan
didn't say that. What he di.d. say is uncertain, but
Dankmar Adleis grand niece thinks old lnuis said
"form allows function." Now that rs logical, for how
could we even begin to imagine the proper functioning of
the mezzanine floors until they were in fact designed as
mezzanine floors? Another theory, put forth by a young
scholar frdn UICC, claims that Sullivan scrawled "fonn
swallows fimction" on the back of a napkin at Due's
Pizzeia. I believe this to be more logical tharr the Heidi
Adler thecy because of the way in which the volume of
the Garick Theatre was so deftly disguised by the
external building facade.

Mies: ttlosr ir more." Look, we all know that tVlres
had more than a minor language pmblem in Englische.
He also disliked elaborate argumentation and dialectical
debate. Br* he adored beautiful things including
exguisite cigars from Havana. In this area his preference
ran to the panatela shape rather than the larger stogie
configuration. Ironic as it seemed back in the l950s
(those pre4astro days when Sky Masterson could fly a
"Mission Doll" to Havana and Mario Romarnach could
air-fieight Mies's favorite Montecristos to Chicago), the
panatelas were a shade more costly than the larger
stogies. Mies's secretary, in seeing the bill, remarked, "I
guess the lesser cost more, eh Arkitekt?" Mies
immediately embraced the phrase and used it on his
clients when they wanted to know why the absence of
detail or moldings always busted the budget. Mies would
point to the elegant new window ofhis client's 1947
Rolls Royce denuded of rubber or chrome molding and
trim and he would exclaim, "L€ss costs morc." The
theory holds today, as €rnyone who has priced sports cars
recently knows all too well.

Ie Corbueier: ttThe Plan ie the Generator." There
are so many witnesses to this statement that a meeting of
the U.N. Security Council might be in order to iron out
the debate. First, there are ear-witnesses to [r Corbusier
stating the same in exactly those terms. But the context
in which he spoke, namely in the garage of his Voisin
mechanic, makes it perfectly clear that Corbu was
making another one of his mechanical metaphors; for he
followed it with, "the section is the distributor, and the
facade is the alternator." On another occasion Corbu,
disgusted with his prlogress on the Salvation Army
Building, remarked, "the plan has degenerated." But
perhaps the most attractive theory on this statement
comes frun Anatole Le Cribbe, a research assistant at
the Fondation [e Corbusier. In the remote recesses of
the archives, t€ Cribbe has discovered a note written to
Madame Meyer in 1925 where Corbu exclaimed with
great clarity, "The plan is Jeanneret's," referring of
course to his more practical-minded cousin and
collaborator, "I am concerned only with the elevation"
(author's translation). Perhaps this accounts for the
otherwise inexplicable fact that [e Corbusier avoided
drawing regulating lines on his plans.

Ioufu I. Kahn: o'I aaked the brick what it wanted to
be and the brick said it wanted to be an Arch."
There is no doubt that Kahn said this. He even wrote it
down. So, we cannot say that Kahn was misquoted. Yet
Kahn was speaking in terms of Roman architecture, of
the passion and power of the Roman system of vaulting
well known to modern architects by virtue of the simple
fact that so many Roman vaults have collapsed in the
last 200O years, displaying their sections like so many in
situ working drawings. If then we examine not Kahn's
statement, but the brick's answer, we find that Kahn
himself was misquoting the brick. In fact, the ancient
Roman brick, when asked by Hadrian what it wanted to
be, replied, "I want to be covered with marble."

This artitlc is repintcd froim Design Action,
N otnmber I December 1982 .

In addition to news on people and
projects, Skyline presents a special
commentary on architectural history.

"La Florida" mural by Ann McCoy (courtesy Brooke
ALexand.er Inr.)

Mural for Dade

Soon to be installed in the Historical Association
Building of Spanish Revival-style Dade County Cultural
Center, designed by Philip Johneon and John Burgee,
is a narrative/figurative mural by artist Ann McCoy.
The large mural, l0 ft.-by-28 ft. in size, and executed in
colored pencil on an acrylic background, was recendy on
display at the Brcoke Alexander Gallery in New York.
Meanwhile all three stucco-walled and tile-roofed
buildings, including a 220,0(X)-sq. ft. library,
38,0(X)-sq. ft. history museum, and 39,000-sq. ft. art
museum, are slated for completion in September 1983.
Maesimo Vigne[i is designing on exhibition space for
the museum.

In the Works
More news on architectdesigrred wineries (Skylirw,
December 1982, p. 26): Mark Simon of Moore Grover
Harper was given a 1982 Connecticut Society of
Architects/AlA Design Award for his design for Lenz
Winery in Peconic, New York. His scheme transformed a
potato farm into a vineyard with a trellis construction of
pressure-treated peeler poles normally used in ply*ood
manufacture. The trellises also serve here as an entry
gate, a protective shade over the outdoor tasting room,
and a winery barn facade. . . . Dlichael Graveg will be
desigling the summer home for the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra. Graves will be associated on the project with
Carl Strau$ and Ray Rouah of Cincinnati. (Graves
worked for Strauss as a co-op student at the University of
Cincinnati in 1955, and again after graduation, before he
went ofl to Harvrd.) Chrietopher Jafre will be the
acoustician for the SO(X)-person outdoor pavilion. . . .

Meanwhile, at Ohio State, Gravee, Eise.-an/
Roberteon Architects, Arthur Erickeon and
Aseociatee, Cesar Pelli and Aeeociatee and
Kallmsnn, McKinnell & Vood are reported to be on a
short list for a visual arts center. The winner will work
on the design with local architects, also to be chosen. . .

John Margoliee is taking commercial vemacular
architecture to college. He will be teaching the subject
this spring at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyr. . . .

Omamennlisrn: Tlw Nant Decorati,uncss in Architectwe
and Design, a lavishly produced and broadly inclusive
book by Robert Jensen and Patricia Conway on
contemporiary architecture, crafts, and art, has almost
sold out ie first printing. The book, published by
Clarkson N. Potter, came out in November with a print
run of 10,(XX).

Competitione

Milwaukee's Performing Arts Center is sponsoring a
nationwide Cityacape and Enviro.-ental Graphic
Deeign Competition. The purpose of the project is to
unify-the exterior image of the existing facilities - the
Performing Arts Center, its adjacent parking structure,
and the outdoor theater, Peek Pavilion-without
altering the actual structures or overall desigrr of the
center. The three-member jury includes Ivan
Chermayefl, klla Vignelli, and Dan Kiley. Prizes of
$5000, $30(n, and $15O0 will be awarded. Those
interested in registering must send a written request and

$25 by February 15 to: Judith Anderson, PAC, 925 N.
Water'Street, Milwaukee, WI 53203. Entry deadline:
May 15.

People and
Projects

,i
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An exhibition of Italian design objects
intriguingly arranged by Piero Sartogo
and a stage set designed by Michael
Graves testifr to architects' abilities to
expand successfrrlly into related areas.

Italian Re-Evolution Italian Re-Evolution: Deeign in ltalian Soeiety in
the Eightiee, curated by Piero Sartogo and organized by
the [,a Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, opened in [,a
Jolla in September and was on view at the San Francisco
Museum of Contemporary Art until January 30. The
show will travel this year to the Dade County Center for
Fine Arts, Miami, and the Wadsworth Atheneum,
Hartford, and in 1984 to the Musde d'Art Contemporain,
Montreal. A catalogue edited by Sartogo and Nathalie
Grenon was published by the ta Jolla Museum (206
pages, black-and-white photographs).

William Cullette)
and provide attractive and consoling objects, however
brief their lifespan may be. Along the way, the attitude
toward objects has changed: they are disposable and yet
indispensable. Plastics do not make good heirlooms and
brilliantly colored photographs begin to fade almost as
soon as tlrey are printed. Hence there is no point in
trying to pneserve them, or other objects that become
obsolete within a few months. Nonetheless, with their
beautiful craftsmanship and refined elegance, objects
such as these still provide gratification and perform their
functions in an otherwise confusing world. Perhaps
Argan is right: in a society dominated by images, no
conceptual framework is possible except for bricolage.

Diane Ghirardo

The standing joke in Europe used to be that Italians
desigrred beautiful products, but Germans made them
work. Regardless ofwhether this once may have been
true, today Italian products function at least as well as
others, but they are also unsurpassed in styling,
craftsmarship, and ingenuity of design.

"Itdian Re-Evolution," an exhibition of over 60O objects
of Italian design at the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, offers a thought-provoking panorama
illustrating the pre-eminence of ltalian product design.
The curators deliberately avoided concenbating on
big-name desigaers (Ettore Sottsass and Gae Aulenti are
represented by only a few objects) in favor of the work of
less famous but clearly talented individuals and
technical offices. Taken together, their products are
strikingly sleek and crisp without being pretentious:
Enzo Mari's free-standing calendar for Danese is a good
example, as are H. Waibl's desktop agenda for Nava and
M. Zanuso's Ariante electric fan for Vortice. In each
case, the design discreetly satisfies functional
requirements, neither falling into a stereotypical "look"
nor succumbing to the flamboyance of the new. To
Italian designers, banal objects of daily use-such as
the fullv handcrafted Cinelli bicycle and Borsalino hats
included in the show - merit the attention of designers
as much as high fashion items.

The grouping of objects follows a typical day in the life
of an Italian from moming coffee, to work, market,
meals, the street, the piazza, the home, and leisure
activities. Twenty-five different types of espresso
machines, for exarnple, characterize the ritual coffee
breakfast of nearly the entire adult population. Curators
Piem Sartogo and Nathalie Grenon assembled objects -from lighting to calendars and car.s-related to the
activities of each successive part of the day, and then
included statistics about the Italians who use these
products. Sartogo maintains that usage confers special
importance on objects and prompts innovation and
iliversity: the fact that 987o of the adults in Italy drink
espresso daily explains the presence of espresso makers

of so many
of "Design in ltalian Soci.ety in thc Eighties"
prices, materials, and styles.

There is also a darker side to these objects. More than
iust objects, they are talismans in an era of uncertainty.
By virtue oftheir very repeatability and accessibility,
they diminish fears of an apocalyptic future. They also
invest color, variety and a paradoxically personi touch
into otherwise standardized rooms, and they trigger the
only real and meaningful action of which h'umans seem
capable-consumption. In a provocative introductory
essay to. the exhibition catalogue, Guilio Carlo Argan
qC""1{r.j stripped of its normative connotations,"design
since 1915 has become a technical pmcess to ease liviig

Graves at the Joffrey

Michael Graves is often accused of being a stsge
designer, a criticism of any architect who deploys
layered twodimensional screen walls through
threedirrensional space and applies color or figurative
motifs to them. But last month Graves frnally went *on

stage." He designed the set and costumes for l,aura
Dean's ballet Fire, performed by the Joffrey Ballet at
New York's City Center.
Unfortunately, because of limited budgets, the set
proved to be only a 35 ft.-by-So ft. backdrop.
Nevertheless, for the audience composed of as many
architects as balletomanes, it was arresting to see
Graves-festooned bodies whirling through space in front
of one of his classical/pastoral/cubistic landscapes.
Since Dean's choreography seems evocative of classical
rituals and Attic dances, the elements of music, dance,
and visual arts were for the most part effectively brought
together. One still wished, however, that the throbbing,
pounding music by Dean and her overly repetitive,
uncomplicated steps had been as lyrical and gestural as
Graves'draped silk pastel tunics for the dancirs or as
idvllic as his architectural landscape.
Ferhaps, the budget for Graves' next stage commission
will allow him as much leeway as David Hockney was
given in his designs for Parode at the Met last year.
Judging from Fire, Craves would be a natural for the
l\{et's next production of Bellini's ,Vormc. 

-SS
Michoal Graues' set and, costumcsfor the Joffrey Ba.llet's produ.ction ofFire by liiia Herbert Migdoll)
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Anthony Yidler

The retum to classicism, the search for a vernacular, the
identification of regionalism: These projects, while long
embedded in the architectural tradition, har. taken oria
sharper and more urgent tone in an era when modernism
is identified with the worst excesses of industrial
production and when cultural opportunism has managed
to capitalize on the market's weariness with abstract
tbrms. The apparently settled principles of classic
architecture; their embodiment in the restricted
vocabulary of well-known elements; the "natural"
character of the vernacular, springing to all intents and
purposes unself-consciously from the needs of a builder
unencumbered by theory or marketing; the roots that
might be struck in particular .paces;1h. "organic nature"
or regional traditions: These have held the promise of a
more stable, simple, and comforting world io those who
refuse the long-sought alliance between modemism and
industry. And while such a return to the origins is not
new in architectural history, as Vitruvius himself attests,
the contemporary ideologists of tradition must be clearly
distinguished from their enlightenment, romantic,
historicist, or totalitarian predecessors. If we exclude
those who, sensing the way of the wind, try to generate an
image of naditionalism rather than build it, there remains
a significant number of seriously committed architects
who in Europe and the U.S. find common cause in a
classical nadition, however variously defined.

Certainly the modern traditionalist confronts many
problems. A new classicism, as Maurice Culot realizes,
has to grapple with building technologies antagonistic to
forms once derived from traditional techniques. New
builders must be trained, new ways of utilizing old
materials invented. The forms of classicism, too, no
longer referential to a nature or a harmony more generally
supposed to exist in religious eras, have been in a real
way reduced by a long period of abstraet avant-gardism to
elements of form rather than elements of structure.
Regional variations, the product of geographical or
cultural isolation, seem inevitably overcome by a single
international media culture. Obviously, it would be easy
to dismiss traditionalism as just another romantic
avant-garde utopia 

- 
like Pugin's medieval cloister or

kdoux's luminous arcadia 
- 

but the new traditionalism
has an importance beyond any superficial aspect of a
ttlost cause."

Skyline February 1983

The articles on the following pages
address contemporary architects' concern
with regionalism and their attempt to
reinccrporate the classical tradition and
vernacular styles into their work.

', Lu.xembourg (19781; I*on Krizr AAM, rn. 15)

ll

First, if classicism might be interpreted, as it many times
has, as a loose body of ideas controlling composition,
formal experiment, and typological invention, then it may
serve as an arrnature for more than simple repetition or
realist imitation. The work of the neo-rationalists has
demonstrated this. Second, if the vernacular is utilized,
as it was by Schinkel, [e Corbusier, and more recent]y
by I-eon Krier, as a rich source of combinatory and
constructiye form, it may serve to re-invigorate
architecture "from below," so to speak. Third, if
regionalism is understood as a complex variant of a more
general intemational culture, as in the regional classicism
of the Renaissance, or the regional arts and crafts
movements at the end of the nineteenth century, it sewes
to point out differences, give distinction, and enhance the
characteristics of places.

Each variant of traditionalism has its dangers. Classicism
can become caricature if too literally pursued; the
vernacular, never as unself-conscious as the myth had it,
can be used as an excuse for kitsch-like repetition of
supposedly populist images; regionalism, if too defensive
arid autonomistic, can easily tum into political reaction.
These dangers do not, however, mean that all search for
tradition should be castigated as sterile, static, or against
cultural invention. The best modemist work has always
been infused by a classic vision, however abstract; the
vernacular has often provided a critical foree for the
undermining of academicism; regional cultures have
afforded asylum for refugee movements. Seen in this way,
a new traditionalism has potential for overcoming the
consumerist tendencies of the "tradition of the new."
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Leon-Krier and Peter Eisenman

P.E.: I believe you are one of the few architects who
possess what could be called an architectural theology.
Could you explain the tenets of this theology? How
would you describe it in terms of the moral position that
you seem to hold in relation to society and the role of
the architect?

L.K.: Because of the astounding material progress of the
last centuries, many people are convinced that mankind,
while growing older and stronger, has also become more
intelligent. One forgets too easily that while units of
muscle power can be combined to make ever more
powerful machines, units of gray matter cannot be
accumulated to create anything more intelligent than an
individual brain. Intelligence and moral courage are
neither desirable nor expandable beyond certain limits.

Philosophy and theology are the sciences of those limits
and, therefore, they are extremely useful crutches in
times of confusion: They help us with what we strive to
understand but cannot possibly ever understand.

As far as the universal aspects of architecture and other
subjects are concerned, they tell us what architecture
must be but cannot possibly be. By extension, then, we
understand architecture's means and ends and what our
duties and pleasures may be. Philosophy and theology-
as is true of any theoretical reflections 

- 
are not goals

but mere instruments that allow us to clearly distinguish
uniaersal idcos in a confusion of partbular phernm.ena;
to separate what is eternal and what is temporal; more
superficially, to know what is a principle and what is a
deception. In times of decadence, only rare individuals
take upon the task of thinking. That is what I believe I
have to do.

P.E.: You said that one goal of theology is to define the
realm of human ability in terms of doing and thinking.
But man has traditionally defined himself in terms of
God and nshr16-1hst is, within a triadic cosmology. In
these terms, theocentrism proposed a hierarchy with God
as the mediator between man and nature;
anthropocentrism proposed man as the mediator between
God and nature; 6nally, biocentrism proposed nature as
mediator. Today, with the potential for complete nuclear
destruction of civilization, there is an objective
technocentrism in which external forces outside of man's
control have assumed a position in the system. It is no
longer possible to retum to an anthropocentric
cosmology. That is a nostalgia for a hopeful future. Our
theology must respond to new limits.

This is a simple reality that we have to talk about 
- 

not
in architectural terms but, first, in theological terms.
With these new limitations, we now have what I would
call a "fuhrreless present." I would accuse you of
refusing to accept-or not addressing-the present
definition of man's situation in this new cosmology.

L.K.: We cannot talk of a new cosmology when we can
find only fragmented conceptions of life.

P.E.: That, however, implies anarchy, which is not
order.

L.K.: Yes it is. The more individual conceptions differ,
the more they are the same; they have their fragmentary
nature in common.

P.E.: But the intermingling of fragments is a different
philosophy than the traditional hierarchical philosophy,
which evolved from a hierarchical understanding of the
universe.

L.K.: If I break a cup, I am left with fragments. I can
recreate the cup by gluing the pieces together again. You
would probably say that is going back. That is absolutely
correct, and that is what I am doing with architecture.

P.E.: Our only recourse is to glue the cup back
together?

L.K.: Yes, I believe Plato's conception of ideas is very
useful: The human brain can only conceive of and work
with a limited number of ideas. Architecture and the city
are one set of ideas, but with this limited set one can
fabricate an infinite numhr of real buildings. There can

be no building, no culture worth speaking of, without
constant reference to these fundamental and simple
ideas.

Skeptics believe that there are no universal ideas, only a
multitude of facts and phenomena; that there is no
humanity, only a multitude of human beings; that there
is no morality, only individual mores. That is an attitude
that allows you to look at the past and consume whatever
you can see and grasp. It certainly does not help you to
create objects or even to have decent manners.

P.E.: I do not want to disagree with that. My point was
that nature, the third pole of the cosmological triad, has
changed. Man has unleased nature-maybe accidentally

-and 
can no longer necessarily control it, Modernism

reflected individual arxiety and the person alienated
from society. But today we have a society of people bom
after 1945 who subconsciously feel there has been a
fundamental change-a collective anxiety. What can be
done when people are in fear of not living out their
natural lives? How do you accommodate that collective
terror?

One could say my "theology" is based on the fact that I
do not believe in the historicist view of history as

continuous, with the past willing the present and
predicting the future. I believe history is marked by
stops and starts, ruptures. During the Renaissance, or
the Enlightenment, for example, or during the period of
modern architecture, something happened, something
changed. We are now, without question, in a period after
modemism- a period with changed sensibilities.

The cup cannot be glued back together if there is no
glue. The changed condition of nature has taken the glue
away. I do not deny that the cup is there, the fragments
are there, and even your will to glue it back together is
there. I would argue, however, that you no longer have
the option of gluing the cup back together because either
there is no water to put in it or there is no glue. That is
what I call a change in the cosmology. Leon, no glue, no
water: fragments.

L.K.: The trouble with the broken cup is not the lack of
glue but the lack of will to glue it.

P.E.: The will exists.

L.K.: No it does not. Otherwise we would mend the
pieces.

P.E.: How? You cannot glue a cup together with will.

L.K.: Ideas do not actually break. They may be
forgotten and rediscovered. They are by nature pedect

Lcon Kier and Peter Eisenman (photo: Dorothy Alexanderl
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Leon Krier, the controversial European
architect, defends his anti-modernist
espousal of classicism and the vernacular
tradition.

oTlw humanbrain can onh conceinte of and,
wot* with a limited runnber of idaas.
Architectare and the cifry are onc set of idecrs)
but ui,th this limited set onc can, fabricate cilt,
infi,ni,te rurrnher of real buildings."

and indestructible. In the world of things, however,
there can be no perfection and everphing is
destructible.

P.E.: That is a classical notion. In a classical mode of
thought there are only unitary ideas. But now, because
the elements of cosmology are no longer the same, we
cannot refurn to a classical system. If we attempt to
return to the spirit that motivated the will to whtleness,
we must still acknowledge the existence of the fracture.

L.K.: You are addressing here the existential questions
posed by the last few generations. I was born after 1945
and I have no problems with "going back." I am not
proposing to revive old problems and injustices, but to
use the most intelligent and best solutions of the past.
Ideas have no past and future; they are everpresent.
"Going back" is only a manner of speaking. I am talking
about the memory of worthwhile experiences and ideas.

P.E.: But why do you not admit in your theology that
there has been a change in the cosmology? Why do you
exclude a non-hierarchical view of the world, or say it is
not possible?

L.K.: This change is in everybody's mind, but it does
not allow anyone to fabricate a work of art, let alone to
build a city or cultivate the countryside in a worthwhile
manner. The new cosmology has not created anything
worth dreaming about. The purpose of architecture iJ to
make beautiful, solid, and comfortable buildings.

I am neither a doctor nor an analyst, but an architect
and a legislator-a planner of cities. That is a very
conservative occupation, in the same way that language
is conservative. But compared to classical architecture,
classical languages have deteriorated very little.

Classical languages communicate a limited set of similar

-but 
not identical-ideas and phenomena. Each has a

classical form, that is, a best form. For that very quality
they should be conserved. But if there is very little
poetry to be found, there is certainly no shortage of
prose.

P.E.: That is something very different. One reads the
morning newspaper for the meaning of the words, the
news; one then throws the paper away. On the other
hand, when one reads Shakespeare one already knows
the narrative; the play is read for the pleasure of the
sensual nature of the words, their resonance.

Your theology is acceptable only because you {ue able to
transform words into poetry through your drawings.
Others may agree with you, but may not even be able to
draw. This is the issue. Alberti put the question quite

clearly, Anyone can leam to pull a bow back, but unless
you know where to shoot the arrow it does not matter.
But you could also argue that although you may know
where to shoot the arrow, unless you can pull the bow
back, the iurow may not land where you want. Two
people could espouse the same theology and each could
make a building, yet the buildings would not necessarily
be equal. For example, Quinlan Terry does not make
good buildings even though his theology is the same as
yours. The same is true of Maurice Culot. His theology
is similar, but his architecture is uninteresting. So the
question arises: As an architect, is it better to be a poet
with no theology or is it better to be a theologian with no
poetry?

L.K.: Quinlan Terry and Maurice Culot are among a
very small number of friends I can trust almost blindly,
whatever our differences in taste. In times of confusion
we may all be invalids, but looking at our wounds is no
cure. I do not overestimate the importance of
philosophy, theology or any kind of theoretical endeavor.
They are useful crutches for invalids, but they are not
goals in themselves.

A theory about eating is not necessary if you know how
and what to eat, You would need such a theory only if
one day people began to force food indiscrimii.t"ly into
any of their orifices.

P.E.: I do not believe that Maurice Culot and Quinlan
Terry are architects. They do nothing to transform
material, that is, they do not transform language into any
kind of art. Their work remains empty of poetics. They
may be theologians, philosophers, social scientists 

-even cultural commentators 
- 

but they are not
architects. [.eon, what matters is that although you and
Culot may say the same things, you can draw and he
cannot.

L.K.: No, Peter, and I do not see why you should want
to applaud me at the expense of my friends. W'e are not
talking here about subleties, but about what is right and
lvrong. People must have a good command of language
in order to speak properly; among those who do so, there
are very few poets. Architects have first to learn the
rules of their art before even thinking of being poets.
The art of building is concerned with creating an
environment that is pleasing to all our senses, without
being alienating to any one of them. Architecture is not
about expressing existential anxiety or opinions of any
kind.

P.E.: But the history of great cities has always been
about the expression of culture, not the making of "the
good life." Architects of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries did not think of themselves as making pleasing
buildings so much as expressing a condition of man-or
in contemporary terms, the zeitgeist.

L.K.: tet us not discuss the zeitgeist It is not our
concem. The zeitgeist is there despite us; the more
clever we think we are in dealing with it, the more
stupid we will one day appear.

P.E.: You are right, the zeitgeist is none of our
business. The difference between signiftcation,
representation, and replication is important. If one were
to rebuild the Parthenon today in Charlottesville, it
would be a replica of the Parthenon; it would not
necessarily represent the spirit or the attitude of the
Parthenon, but merely reproduce the structure. If one
were to build a building that was a transformation of the
Parthenon, but still contained recognizable symbolic
imagery of the Parthenon, it would be an example of
representation. One could also build a rectilinear
building with formal characteristics integral to the
Parthenon but without any representative qualities; it
would signify something similar to that which the
Parthenon signifies-that is, its inherent architectural
relationships. Representation deals with expression and
speaking, and sigrrification deals with the innate
structure of things that enables them to be spoken. I
would like to argue that what Quinlan Terry does is-at
best-represent, often replicateo arrd very rarely signi$
or concem himseH with the nature of signification. An
architect should take the classical, if you want, and then
in some way transform it to address the problem of
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QuinlnnTeny tlw act of build@hns a

symbolic dimension and a strong redaeming
effect. . . . He is oitatnlh tln onh liaing
arch,itect in whose buiWinsp I could, liue."

signification-because that is what architecture is
about.

L.K.: Your definitions make sense, but the issues you
raise cannot be the obsessive concern of a classical
architect who builds. Quinlan Terry, for example, is
not involved with these guestions, because he uses very
accurately a language that had resolved all the problems
of representation and signification long before he began
to learn it.

P.E.: Do you mean, therefore, that he is of no interest
to theologians and vice-versa?

L.K.: For Quinlan Terry the act of building has a
symbolic dimension and a strong redeeming effect
because even if he builds isolated structures, they are
the bricks with which he is building a beautiful world.
On top of that, he is using a system that has made its
mark on cities and landscapes for two thousand years
virtudly without intemrption. From that perspective,
forty years of modem barbarism are a trifle. Indeed,
there is no need to be as pessimistic as I am. My own
maxim is: "Everything or nothing, here and now and
wherever I can see.no That probably sounds rather
fanatical-and it is. Nowadays I get extremely
impatient with any kind of nonsense. I have to consider
the city in its global cohesion, and if the legislation that
rules the city is nonsensical, I feel that is where I have
to begin. Only in that way can the constant rebuilding,
repairing, and rearranging of cities happen in an orderly
and pleasing way.

But I would defend Quinlan Terry above and beyond all
this, for he is virtually the only living architect in whose
buildings I could live.

P.E.: As a Jew anci en "outsider," I have never felt a
part of that "classical" world. I feel that modernism was
the product of an alienated culture with no roots
suddenly being brought into a bourgeois situation. In
other words, modernists were suddenly out of the ghettos
and in the cities. The philosophy that would abolish
modemism pnoposes that if we return the world to the
way it was before the alienated individuals took over,
everything would be worked out. I am not convinced.
When you say it is all worked out, I still feel like an
outsider.

L.K.: The problems of Jewish intellectuals are of no
interest to architecture as a fine art.

P.E.: Nevertheless it is diffrcult for me to have a
discussion with you when I hear you say it is all worked
out.

L.K.: Schinkel said that each epoch has its own
expression in the fine arts. What is too often forgotten is
what he went on to sayo that progress had been so great
in the fine arts in the past that it was virtually
impossible to improve upon the system. Classical
architecture as an artistic system has reached the
typological and m6rphological perfection that the human
species reached millions of years ago. Humanity
continues to reproduce the same types of beings. You
will agree that however ancient that genetic system may
be, it needs no improvemenq any innovation in it is an
aberration. At the same time, each human being is
always a completely novel, unique, and unreproducible
individual.

Our purpose as artists and architects is to understand
the universal system and order that allows us to create
objects of fine art just as nature creates ind,ioiduals. T)hat
is what defines classicism: It is the fundamental system
that allows us to create objects of timnless beauty.

P.E.: Classicism is the representation of the idea of
purity found in the natural world. As I said before, it is
not possible today to represent the classical idea of
purity-the harmony of man and nature-because
biological and physical forces unleashed by man have
destmyed that ideal condition. One can no longer use
gl"ssical means for representation because what they
represent no longer exists. All one can do is replicate
classical forms; but they are significant of nothing.

L.K.: The bomb carried in the human mind is much
more dangerous than an actual one. To forbid good

architecture because we live in terible times is absurd.

P.E.: I think a beautiful building is a modem building.

L.K.: That is a contradiction in terms.

P.E.: Who is to judge?

L.K.: You!

P.E.: Then there are no judges?

L.K.: One must be one's own judge because other
judges are unreliable.

P.E.: But you once said that people who design modem
buildings will probably bum in hell. You then become
their judge.

L.K.: Yes. Rather, they force others to live in their hell.

P.E.: How can you know that? Who puts you in touch
with those facts?

L.K.: I just observe how and where architects live; they
rarely live in their own buildings or in new towns. That
is only a fine point.

P.E.: Why is architecture about living in buildings?
Building concerns shelter, constructiono de$ing the laws
of gravity, providing accommodation. Building can solve
many functions 

- 
whs*r61 it be a building as an ocean

liner, a building as a castleo or a building as a log
cabin. A work of architecture is necessarily a building,
but in itself a building is not a sulfrcient condition to
define architecture. That is, since a building is not
architecture, architecture must be something more than
building, in the same way that literature is more than
journalism. But if we would agree that people do not
need to live in architecture but in buildings, then what is
architecture if it is not a necessary part of living?

L.K.: It is, obviously, not enough to have fine houses; a
city also needs temples and monuments. Architecture is
not concemed with the private realm. It shapes the
public domain, the common world.

P.E.: Would you agree that if we built a "public" wall,
anything could be clipped on behind it?

L.K.: Even if it becomes a public enterprise, housing is
not a subject for "architecture'o; it is not monumental.
Twisted minds wanted housing to be the "monument of
the twentieth century." But housing is a sum of private
functions that even in great number become no more
interesting when put on public display. There is nothing
grand, ceremonious or important about housing. That is
why its monumentalization is always painfully boring,
meaningless, and false.

P.E.: Why not make a public facade, like a colonnade,
for those private functions? For example, you would
pmbably agree that the Ludwigstrasse is a pretty good
street. Do you care what goes on behind the facades of
the Ludwigstrasse?

L.K.: Yes, very much so. The Ludwigstrasse is a
beautiful but deadly place. You cannot take only one
detail of the classical world and dispense with all the
rest. You cannot have just beautiful facades with
industrial nonsense going on behind them. In the
classical world, just as in the natural world, each idea,
each object, each creature has a place that is both
sufflcient and necessary. That, of course, does not
exclude accidents, catastrophies, and illness.

P.E.: Yor said that housing in the public realm is not
important. You were saying that since private functions
carurot have a public face, they have been reduced to

L.K.: The artistic and material means for sheltering
private and public functions must of necessity be
different. All the individual parts must add up to a

harmonious whole, which is the city
that even a modest structure should
its own way.

, This does not mean
not be beautiful in

Today's fragments unfortunately do not add up to
anything but an assemblage of spare parts, as Jaquelin
Robertson puts it. These parts may in some cases be
beautiful, but if you dismember a beautiful ind.iuidwl,
for example, you will have a dead body-however
ravishing its pieces may still be.

P.E.: Since the French Revolution there have been no
"beautiful" cities. Before the French Revolution, in a

hierarchical society, someone was responsible for the
public well-being. Today that public domain is
characterized merely by the accumulation of private
well-being and has nothing to do with the res publica.
How do you reconcile the fact that a social revolution-
to which you would subscribe 

- 
unwi.ttingly was

compelled to destroy the beauty and order that you so

cherish?

L.K.: Revolutions are events of violent change. I would
not subscribe to any such enterprise.

P.E.: You would support the results of that social
revolution.

L.K.: I don't really see what good came of it. It was the
start of two hundred years of industrial massacre of a
moral and material kind. The grandeur of its moral ideas
has faded terribly as a consequence. It is certainly
pointless to regret the unavoidable, but then to applaud
the inevitable is foolish and irresponsible.

It is interesting that authority has shifted from the
universal and cultural to the material and industrial
level. That shift has been lethal for the fine arts and for
the moral foundations of artists' authority. Beyond that,
artists have not only been bled of their authority, but
continue to sacrifice it whenever they can on the altars
of industrial ideology. When architects gave up their
historic role, their authority was absorbed by politicians
and technicians. Those people have no interest and no
capacity to promote architecture.

P.E.: One of my primary concerns as an architect is to
find out what architecture is. You at least seem certain
of what architecture is-that its purpose is to create
pleasurable environments. I would argue that is the
purpose of building. For me architecture is the creation
of significant environments that are more than merely
pleasurable, more than what is necessary. In that way,
the realm of architecture is totally useless in a
utilitarian, industrial, and progressive sense. Then I
would argue that representation and replication of these
classical forms do not create sigrrificance. I would argue
that since the role for the "Greek" temple no longer
exists, the use of a classical order deriving from the
Greek temple has nothing to do with signifioation and
nothing to do with architecture. I would go so far as to
say that it is the only thing that has nothing to do with
architecture. Everything except what you stand for could
be possible in architecture. Since your initial values-
classical order-are associated with a function that no
longer existso you can only make a representation of that
function. Until we find a system of signification related
to the order of current syrnbolic needs, we will not have
an architecture.

L.K.: You are caught in art historical categories. The
Greek temple is but one realization of the idea of the
"temple. "

P.E.: It refers also to an idea of classical order.

L.K.: Accumulation of capital is the highest purpose of
industrial capitalism. All other human and natural
values are subordinate to that role. Consequently, an
abstract world is created full of abstract things, however
paradoxical that may sound. However big that mountain
of money may one day become it will not, in fact, be
more real, but more and more abstract and valueless. In
contrast, cultivation of the fine arts results in the
accumulation of real and beautifirl objects. Beautiful
cities are literally concrete accumulations of human work
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Left n ight: "Naofuld," Mirkley,Yorlxhire, England.
( 1981 ) by Quinlan Terry; forecourt el,antion off.rst d,esign .

Projectfor "h Plaisir dn la Ru.e" by Domini4uc Delbrouc,
Irurd Eddirc and Jean-Pierre Majot;from Archives
d'Architecture Moderne, rw. 15, ofwhirchCulatwas an
edinr.
Projectfor I. & W. Stillman House (1982); I*on Kri.er

"Our pur7,ose as alfiists and archi,tects is to
undsrtend tha wfioeraa,l strstetz- and otdar
tlwt a,llaws us to create objects of fina art ittst
cra ntntare crea,tes indintiduals. T\tfl, is what
d"fi*s classicism."

l,eon Krier (photos: Dorothy Alexand.er)

inspired by moral ideas. Such beautiful objects and
buildings are not only symbols and representations of
values but are themselves moral values based on a
universal plan.

P.E.: Who is to say that a universal plan should take
the form of the classical city? The Kantian idea of the
thing in itself, the will to signifr, has never had a
preference for the classical. You will it to be so.

L.K.: Again, you are using art-historical qualifications.
The classical idea does not belong to any one period. It
is quite simply the idea of the 6esr possible.

P.E.: The best? It mfflns a certain kind of order.

L.K.: It means the best possible.

P.E.: "Best" is not what we are talking about. Classical
does not come with an a piori value judgement. Maybe
good, maybe better, but not necessarily "best."

L.K.: That is what it means. Classical is what belongs
to the highest class, the highest form, the highest
standard of excellence. There is no point in saying more.

P.E.: There is also no best without worst; it is a relative
term. The very nature of best means there must be
disagreement about it. I am allowed, therefore, to
disagree with the classical connotation of "best." If
someone says to you that he is doing his best although it
may not be classical in a stylistic sense, and y(ru say*W.ell, I do not happen to like the stylen" then you are
being the art historian.

L.K.: l.et me use an example. This object standing
behreen us may fulfill the purpose of the table. It does
not, however, withstand a critical glance for more than a
second. Not only is it ugly, but also quite uncomfortable:
Its edges, its surface, its legs, are unpleasant to look at
and to touch. A classical table, on the other hand, could
be used and studied by a critical person for three
thousand years without ever inspiring frustration as to its
construction and appearance. Massimo Scolari has said
that beautiful objects are the only friends that will never
betray you. That is the best possible definition of the
classical world.

P.E.: He is one of the best architects I know. I think
that you agree. Yet he does not do what you propose.
His work, more than that of any other architect, seems
to describe the new sensibility I am talking about. He is
attempting to deal with the idea of imminent destruction.
How do you feel about the seeming contradiction
between your theology and his work?

L.K.: Scolari's paintings are not projects of what he
wants the world to be like. He is neither a monster nor a
sadist, but as a poet he observes what could well be
unavoidable. His paintings are beautiful illustrations of a
world in total disarray, beautiful and awe-inspiring
illustrations of industrial devastation and exhaustion.

P.E.: But I also think his paintings are architecture.
They are images of the fact of an immanent present, that
is, the futue today 

- 
the present as end, not the future

as end. As a statement his work comes closer to
expressing what architecture is about- not should be

about, but r"s about-than your work.

L.K.: You may well be right, Peter, but so help us God.

Intett;i.ew edited by Margot Jacqz.

ReconstnrctianofPliny'sl,o.urentianVilla(1981);Leon Kricr(md,el:ThurlneMod.elsLtd.)
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MitchelU
Giurgola in
Friuli
The Italian-born principal of a large
American firm has shown a sympathy to
place and tradition in his sensitive
designs for three buildings in Italy,
shown on the following pages.

Sandro Marpillero

After the earthquakes of May-September 1976, the
cultural tradition of the Friuli region needed to stay alive
yet create itself anew. Friuli, faced with a desire to
retain local tradition and resist bureaucratic
reconstnrction, wanted a fidelity to regional sources in
its new architecture. The architectural firm
Mitchell/Girurgola proved capable of projecting itself
into another cultural perspective. The buildings resulting
from this interaction are harmonious fragments that
testifu to a process of mutual agreement. Rather than
introducing new objects, which by their intemal order
impose a'new direction," Italian-born Romaldo Giurgola
offered to Friuli three gentle propositions.

The three buildings well represent Friuli's reconstruction
and are sigrrificant products of Mitchell/Giurgola's
output. C,omparing them to previous work, such as the
United Fund Headquarters Building (I97f) and the Penn
Mutual Tower (1975) is instructive. In these examples,
glass surfaces and thin concrete screens establish a
relation with a sculptural mass; a plastic quality is
combined with a rational schematic logic and an
overemphasis on compositional geometries (as in the

projecting diagonal comers). The two schools and the
hostel in Friuli, on the other hand, offer subtle answers
to the different building programs. They form bridges
between social expectations and the site. They originate
from an order based on physical perception rather than
pure intellect. These three restrained works, built on a
low budget as concrete syrnbols of an American
involvement in the large program administered by the
U.S. Agency for International Development, are in fact
good examples of that long-standing assessment that the
most satisfying of the firm's work is often the most
modest. In fact Romaldo Giurgola's Villaggio sulla Via
Cassia, built near Rome in 1950 to shelter the pilgrims
joining the Holy Year celebrations, offers an interesting
precedent. Six different buildings, constructed as
temporary dwellings, were later transformed into low-cosl
housing.

An analysis of the formal principles underlying the
individually designed buildings at Friuli reveals how the
spaces-designed in New York, detailed in Rome and
executed according to local building traditions (using
available materials and craftsman practices) - still
express clear conceptual relationships.

Circulation, Plan and Form
The spatial diagram of these compositions employs a
central space as the meeting core of the public

r r

Mania.go Technical High School, Maniago, Italy (1981); Mitch.eluciurgola Architecx. Entrance to school (photo: Elia Cial)
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institutions: a triangular common room in the Aviano
elementary school, a large open arena with a fountain in
the Maniago technical high school, a central court in the
dormitory area of the S. Pietro hostel. The symmetrical
geometry provides a series of spaces required for the
various activities. Yet the design accommodates the
external factors in a way appropriate to the circulation
pattern to the building's siiing in the laudscape and to
the character of that landscape. At Aviano thl
classrooms step towards the playing field and the large
round-arched window is placed opposite the entry
gallery, which leads to the meeting room.

At Maniago the bank of classrooms with the library and
small courts on the ground level are connected by a long
corridor-like spine to the central stairs (see plan). The
gymnasium, the auditorium and the dining room, placed
around the central court, tie into the central stair as well
as the entry atrium in the southeast corner. At S. Pietro
the triple bedrooms on the upper level are connected by
a circulation gallery amund the central yard to the single
bedrooms, gouped around and over the adjoining dining
hall (see plan). lounges, library, and Iiving room on the
ground flmr are entered first through a large portico
open to the south. Both schools have classrooms open to
the north and facing the mountains, while access and
public spaces are to the south.

The public image conveyed, in the case of Aviano, is
that of a simple village primary school. In the case of
Maniago, the educational facility with a large civic room
becomes the appropriate symbolic reference for the town.
The hostel at S. Pietro, which provides housing five days
a week to young students from scattered villages in the
valleys, projects the image of a "safe" resting place. Two
connected bedroom areas are organized around the
enclosed court or over the rvarm communal dining hall,
replete with a large fireplace. This institutional "home"
thus conveys the character of a rural farmhouse.

Maes and Spaee
In each of the projects the obvious axial direction of
movement is counterbalanced in perception by the
generation of laterally receding visual planes.
Articulated volumes help break down the sense of mass
in each of the buildings. The friendly approach to the
porch from the diagonal street at Aviano and the inviting
gesture of the projecting bicycle storage pavilion at
Maniago mitigate the appearance of a rigid pattern, in
the same way that the pitched tile roofs over the
stepping classrooms and the balanced articulation of the
diverse trasses give the buildings a human scale. In the
interiors at Aviano, for example, the passage from the
portico to the gallery with south-facing windows
gradually leads from the public realm of the street to the
semi-public central room, and from here to the protected

spaces of the classrooms and dining hall/library annex.
The calibrated lighting in the public meeting room,
caused by different qualities of light flooding in from
three different directions, and the occurrence of varied
episodes within the symmetrical geometry of the plans,
activate the spaces. At Maniago, the axial staircase
along the central spine opens to the double-height access
leading to the library, in a way similar to that of the
connection between living and dining areas at S. Pietro.
There an upper-level corridor with clerestory windows
overlooks the large court while leading, through a
round-windowed nook, to a balcony over the large
communal refectory,

The use and juxtaposition of very simple elements 
-volumes, surfaces, openings-convey a sense of

articulated wholes and provide a narative quality that is
focused and heightened at points of contact with the
public. The colored marble and stone facade of the
dining pavilion at Aviano; the entrance sequence of an
abstracted doric column, a pair of round red pilasters, a
perspective design in bright colors and a lunette window
at Maniago; the tower over the entrance with farmhouse
brick dovecoas and a painted sundial at S. Pietro-all
are visible symbols of a presence, a conscious dialogue
with the languages and the thoughts of the people.
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New Italian Regionalism
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a Project: Maniago Technical High School, Maniago, Italy
Architects: Mitchell/Giurgola Architects. Design team:
Romaldo Giurgola, Mark Markiewicz (project architect),
Lynn Schneider
Client: The Township of Maniago. Sponsored by the
Associazione Nazionale Alpini/U.S. Agency for
International Development
Site: A flat area on the edge oftown, bounded by a road to
the south and cropland to the north, dominated by
mountains further north
Prograrn: Based on Italian official education guidelines,
the building's 46,000 sq. ft. consist of 19 classrooms,
auditorium, library, gymnasium, dining hall, custodian's
apartment, administration offices, and support spaces
Structure and materials: Reinforced concrete walls,
structural tile floor and roof slabs. Exterior walls are stucco,
roofs are cuvered with elay tile; interior walls are plaster
and floors are glazed tile
Coeu $2,445,00O
Coneultants: Studio E inaudi S. R. L. (contract documents);
Ing. Achille Montalbano (strucutral); Ing. Auilio Colombo
(mechanical)
Completion: l98l

l*fi: United Fund. Headquarters Build.ing, Phihdelphia
( 1971) . Right: Penn Mututl Tower, Philadelphia ( 1975).
Mitchzlllciurgoln Architects (photos: Rollin R. ln Frarrce)

o

As plan (abow) shows, the portico to Maniago at onz end,
(left) leads into the school wh.ere classrooms, gym, and.
auditoiun are ananged, around, a large open court.

Vieu of intzrior (aboae lefi) shouts double-height space
leading n the library on axis with central stair.
View (aboue) through one ofthe clossroom courts to
double-laxl spirw.
View (Lef) of interior outdoor court shows entranre to
gymna,suln.
(Phntos: Elin Ciol)
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Arriano Project: Aviano Elementary School, Aviano, Italy
Architects: Mitchell/Giurgola Architects. Design team:
Romaldo Giurgola, Mark Markiewicz (project architect),
Jay Litman
Client: The Township ofAviano. Sponsored by the
Associazione Nazionale Alpini/U. S. Agency for
Intemational Development
Site: An irregularly shaped, mainly flat site bounded by a
road to the south, trees to the west, overlooking croplands
and mountains beyond
Prograrrr: Based on Italian official education guidelines,
the 9,600.sq. ft. scheme consists of six classrooms, a main
meeting area, a 75-seat dining/conference room and
support spaces
Stmcture and materiale: Reinforced concrete walls with
structural tile floor and roof slabs. The exterior is stucco
with glazed tile trim, ornamentol facing with stones and
marble, and clay tile roof. Interiors are plastered with
glazed tlle floors
Coet: $5m,00O
Coneultants: Studio Einaudi S. R. L. (contract documents);
Ing. Achille Montalbano (structural); Ing. Attilio Colombo
(mechanical)
Completion: I98I

Villagio Sulb Via Cassia, Rome ( l95O); Romaldo Giurgola
(phon courtesy Domus)
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The Aaiaru Schwl ( abotte W) tt^ a long coni'dor ( lcft in
phatol with qua,si-detaclwd d,ining lnll uennered, in colored

marblc and stonz (right in Photo) .

As elantioru (abouel in"dtak, the corri.dnr is lncated on th'e

street, whiln classrooms are stepped, and, oiented to playing
ficld. Earh classroom has indhtid.ual entranrce tofuld'
'Th" ,on o imer wall of the d,ining hall molds interiar sparc,

as seen inplwto ffar I'efi) or plan (lzfi).

Between tfu d,ining hall and, the atrium-like spate lead'ing n
olavins frclds is the mceting room ( aboue ), giaen a
' triing-ukr spatial confguratinn by placement.d storo'ge

*"1i. Th* ipo"" ,n o"i with the dining hall-isfurthcr
ortiaated. bi thc lisht entcringfrom three dffirent directioru'

by thc hiei-beamid ceiling oaer the corridar, and by the

in"t of it . skvlit roof abotte the colwnru .
'Thc eitrarue porch portico (lzft) at 9nc end' of th'e.long .

iirii"tn tirw isinuitingly smnll.in scale and' is reo'ched

from thc striet running d.iagonally by il '
'(Photos: Elio Cinl)
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San Pietro Project: San Piero al Natisone Student Housing, San
Pietro al Natisone, Italy
Architecte: Mitchell/Giurgola Architects. Design team:
Romaldo Giurgola, Mark Markiewicz (project architect),
Lynn Schneider
Client: The Township of San Pietro al Natisone. Sponsored
by the Associazone Nazionale Alpini/U.S. Agency for
International Development
Site: Theflat site is nearthe edge oftown, bounded by
cropland to the south and a long valley to the north
Prograrn: Based on Italian official education guidelines,
the 35,3fi)-sq. ft. scheme provides five-day-a-week housing
for students from distant rural areas. There are 22 triple
bedrooms, 16 single bedrooms, dining hall with kitchen, a
library, two directors'apartments, a main lounge, office
space and meeting room
Structure and materiale: A system of columns and
bearing walls in reinforced concrete support floor and roof
slabs of suuctural tile. Exterior walls are stucco, pitched
roofs are covered with rooftile, and interiors are finished
with plaster
Coet: $1,600,000
Consultante: Studio Einaudi S. R.L. (contract documents);
Ing. Gaspere di Gaspero (structural); Ing. Attilio Colombo
(mechanical)
Completion: 1981

New ltalian Regionalism

Phon of San Pictro (top) shows th.efarmhoueJi)e qwlity of
thc hostcl, where mast iiring oreas Lgain are organized " '
around a central court. The tower marls the enlrarrce . The
building n tlw left contairu dining hall and kitchcn with
stnglc roow abae.
Dining aboues (rnid.dle lcfi) are located. offthe main space of
thc groundflaor d.ining hall. Arnther intiior shot (middle "

ight)_shats the out_door colonnad.e edging the dining hall.
The dining hall (abooe ) is ori.ented. lookiig across tic
sgygre court to thc open portico separ&ting the lhting rooms(w).
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Photos (midd.le and. left) show the sanne corridor that linlx
thc dining hall to the larger complex of liuing and bedrooms.
The portion open to the ground, reoeals a second-leuel bidge
intbrsecting the space that leads to a balcony ouerlaoking the
courtyard.
A uialfrom th.efar sid.e of the dining hall (abooe), uhcre fuill
and corncr of library mcet, shouts hau massing is hand,led.
(Photos: Elia Ciol)
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The fuchitecrural I*qgo.

4)7 Madison Ave., NY, Ny 10022
(2r2)7)3-1722

The League invires young archi-
tects (less than 10 years out of
s<hool) ro submit project porr-
folios which respond to the
themes ofSite, Scale or Specta-
cle. A jury will select a range of-
work, both builr and unbuilt,
for presentarion ar the League in
slide lecture form. For entry
forms and information packet,i:
please wrire or call the [rague.

This proiect is made possible,
in part, with public funds from
the NewYork Srate Council on
the Arts and by a grant from
IBM Corporation.

Call for Entries

Young Architects
Forum:
Site, Scale and
Spectacle

URBAN CEIITER BOO'(S
457 Modison Avenue ot 5lst Street

New York, New york 10022 (212) 935 3595
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CARLO SCARPA (reo6-78)
" D rowi ngs o nd Photogro phs "
Morch 4-24, 

,I983

Lecture by Giuseppe Zombonini
Morch 2. 5:30 PM

DOUGIAS COOPER
"Substifute Ploces"
April 8-28, 1983

Leclure by the Architect
April 6, 6:30 PM

THE OPEN AIELIER OF DESIGN
12 West 29rh Sr. NYC'10001
212-686-8698
Hours: I 1-6, Mon thru Soi
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In commemoration of the frfty-year career of O'Neil Ford
(f905-f982) (Skylinz, October 1982, p.8), The
Architectural League sponsored an evening presentation
of the work of this Texas architect. The December 8
event was organized by Simone Swan, who had become
acquainted with Ford near the end of his life, and
included a videotaped interview with Ford and a lecture
by Peter C. Papademetriou placing his work within
regional traditions and modernist influences. Ford
combined a commitment to modest building with a
certain personal flair; more often than not, he impressed
his point of view by force of personality rather than with
works of architecture.

The League audience was able to sense the flavor of
Ford's pensonality through a videotaped conversation
presented by Bill N. Lacy, president of The Cooper
Union, who had been associated with Ford at the
National C-ouncil on the Arts. (The excerpts, taken from
a four-hour interview between Lacy and Ford, were to
have been broadcast on Station WGBH in Boston.) With
clipped phrasing Ford recounted some of his familiar
stories: his birth at a railroad stop called Pink Hill, his
"graduation" from the International Correspondence
School course in architecture, his apprenticeship with
David R. Williams in Dallas in the l92os.

In the talk that followed, "O'Neil Ford and His Search
for an Indigenous Architecture," Peter Papademetriou
sought to locate Ford and his concerns in the context of
twentieth-century American architecure. Papademetriou
characterized Texas and the Southwest as an area where
some sort of eclecticism always has been dominant in
architecture. The architecture of Spanish colonization
provided an example: Even its peninsular sources were
hybrids of borrowed details that could range in
expression from the ebullient to the somber.
Anglo-Americans, once beyond the period of frontier
settlement, merely imposed upon this eclectic penchant
a different cultural orientation. By the turn of the
century, Texas architects, like their counterparts
throughout the United States, worked in a variety of
styles without a hint of inconsistency. According to
Papademetriou, Henry C. Trost, a Midwesterner who
established his practice in El Paso in the early l9(X)s,
and the most talented Prairie school architect to work in
the state, typified this eclectic approach. Trost designed
buildings in the Mission style, the Pueblo style, and a
rather heavy-handed classical idiom, in addition to those
influenced by Wright and Sullivan. By the end of his
career in the early 1930s, Trost's office was producing
Spanish colonial revivalo Art Deco and stripped classical
work. It was in rea,cti,on to just such eclecticism 

- 
which

during the 1910s and 1920s produced some very fine
buildings in Texas-that Ford's earliest work evolved.
His mentor was the first, and only, architect for whom
he ever worked, David R. Williams (f89o-f962).

In discussing their respective careers, Papademetriou
demonstrated the mutual support with which Williams
(whose work, prior to Ford's arrival in 1926, was
mediocre) and Ford reinforced each other. Their affinity
resulted from a simultaneous discovery in 1924 of Texas'
vernacular building rraditions. The buildings of
mid-nineteenth-century German and Alsatian settlements
north and west of San Antonio, the eighteenth and
nineteenth-century Spanish and Mexican buildings of
San Antonio and the border country, and the vernacular
building traditions that various groups of
Anglo-American immigrants had brought from Tennessee
and louisiana fascinated both Williams and Ford. The
appeal of these structures lay in both an aesthetic
appreciation of their solidity and simplicity, and the
moral quality with which they appeared to redress the
shallow commercialism of contemporary practice. But
although vemacular traditions seemed to represent the
most stringent criticism of the proliferating "styles" of
the I920s, they too could be absorbed into eclectic
approaches. This was evident in three houses designed
by Williams and Ford in Corsicana, Texas, in the late
1920s, each of which was derived from a different Texas
vernacular tradition. Two of the three houses were
located in an enclave neighborhood developed around an
existing plantation house, a conspicuous example of a
local building tradition that Williams nevertheless failed
to acknowledge. Thus the tendency that Williams
evolved, which Papademetriou designated "Formal
Regionalism," was still open to compromise.

In tracing Ford's independent career as an architect after
1930, Papademetriou documented the emergence of a
more rigorous approach intended to protect this tendency
from being subsumed by architectural fashion. This he
designated "Regionalist Functionalism." Essays by
Williams and Ford about their work, published between
1928 and 1933 in Southwest Reuiew, the Dallas journal
through which a regionalist movement in Texas was
formulated, showed that the Modem Movement in turn
provoked a re-evaluation of regionalism in architecture,
just as its firct Texas landmarks were being realized.
Functionalism emerged to rescue Texas' regionalist
architecttrre from the sentimentality often characteristic
of eclecticism. This Ford made clear in 1939 at La
Villita in San Antonioo his first important project in
historic preservation. He chose to rehabilitate and reuse
adaptively a street of small houses dating from the
mid-nineteenth century, rather than recast them in
Spanish colonial revival guise.

In new projects by Ford, Regionalist Functionalism
resulted in the formulation of a non-*stylistic"
architectural vocabulary. Ford's houses of the late l93os
and early l94os tended to have lowpitched gabled or
shed roofs with overhangs on the south; they were set
low to the ground and spread out in one-room deep

configurations to take advantage of the prevailing
southeast breeze. He was capable of building a
modernist house like the San Josi Ranch House of 1938
when conditions of situation (the location was a barrier
island subject to flooding and hurricane winds) and a
generous budget sanctioned concrete constmction,
elimination of eaves, flat, planar elevations, cantilevers
and flat mof decks. Papademetriou showed a small
suburban house in San Antonio, built just after World
War II, to illustrate Ford's liberation from dependence
on "regional" imagery. The one-story house was
remarkably ugly, but its parti was derived explicitly from
an analysis of siting, ventilation, and constructional
economy.

In distinguishing the two phases through which
regionalist architecture evolved, Papademetriou isolated
functionalism 

- 
culturally interpreted 

- 
as the critical

mechanism that permitted an influential segment of the
American architectural profession to make the transition
from eclecticism to modlrnism in the 1930s. Their
collective exarnple was to prove seminal in shaping the
course of modem architecture in the United States after
World War II.

In the late l940s and I950s Ford made the development
of new constnrction technologies the basis of his
architecture. This strategy validated its modemism,
while also retaining a link with vernacular traditions,
since these were interpreted consistently as pragmatic
responses to local climatic factors and building
techniques. Ford applied the Youtz-Slick method of
concrete lift slab construction and explored thin shell
concrete structures with Felix Candela in two of his best
known projects from this period, the new campus of
Trinity University in San Antonio of 1949-52 and the
Semiconductor Building for Texas Instrumentso research
park outside Dallas of 1956-58. While response to
regional influence persisted in Ford's domestic work, in
his larger work technical and engineering concerns
eclipsed this predilection. Only in the 1960s, after he
became involved in a series of urban conservation causes
in San Antonio, where he lived after 1940, did the
regiongl theme surface again. Ironically, this
identification was restored with the completion of the
spectacular Steves House in San Antonio of 1965, an
opulent, 14,00o-s.f. house incorporating a collection of
eighteenth-century Mexican architectural artilacts. Ford's
associate, Chris Carson (who, with Boone Powell,
became a partner in the firm of Ford, Powell and Carson
in t9ti7), desigaed the Steves House. Those acquainred
w!1h bolh architects say that while the project was in the
office, Fond disapproved of what he considered its too
literal historical allusions. But after being published as
Hotxe and. Garden's Hallmark House of 1967, the Steves
House came to be regarded as Ford's best, and most
characteristic, architectural achievement.
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O'Neil Ford's American Yernaeular
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Papademetriou quickly flashed through some of Ford,
Powell and Carson's better known projects, as well as a
selection of architectural details. (A concern for the
inclusion of craft wod( 

- 
omamental wood carving,

masonry detqil, ceramics, glazing and weaving-was a
constant in Ford's buildings.) Papademetriou concluded
that the difference between the crafted quality of Ford's
small scale work and his firm's mainstream, I96Os
modern approach for larger projects was not inconsistent
but reflected a regional tradition, in this case a historical
tradition and not a mphical one: the non-doctrinaire use
of different styles for different types of architectural
projects, just as Henry Trost had done. Papademetriou
maintained that although Ford's continuing effort to
produce architecture that was culturally resonant had, in
the end, allied him with some of the concerns of
post-modeinrism, to the end he remained a modemist,
albeit an indigenous one.

l" tt iq way Papademetriou elided the problem of Fond,
Powell and Carson's work, which is extremely uneven in
quality. In the Skidmore College crunpus (lfi67), for
instance, or in the School of Architecture Building *
Texas Tech in Lubbock (1970), Ford, Powell andtarson
stretched their'regional" look to gross proportions in an
attempt to retain the attractive qualities of their smaller
buildinp. At the University of Texas Communications
Center in Austin (1970) or the central carnpu{r group at
the University of Texas at San Antonio (1976), ih.ii ,"e
of reinforced concrete construction determined the
architectural aesthetic, producing competent modernist
buildings that were not, however, culturally specific.
This work indicated a dilemma that plagued other
architects of Ford's generation, both those like Marcel
Breuer who came to regionalism through modemism, and
those like William W. Wurster and Pietro Belluschi who
carne to modernism through regionalism. Even the
practice of regionalist functionalism could not sustain a
culturally specific, modem, representational aesthetic
much beyond domestic scale. Alvar Aalto transcended
this dilemma, which perhaps explains the reverence
Ford felt for his work. But Aalto's synthesis of
modemism and vernacular tradition was more complex
and rigorous than his American counterparts were able
to comprehend. Ford instead concentrated on the
refinement of his public persona and on selected
projects. At the time of his death he was working on the
design ofa house in Colorado which he described as
being neither modem nor post-modern, but
"pre-rnodem." Nevertheless, his particular response both
to regionalism and to modemism provided much material
for analysis. These issues will undoubtedlv be explored
in the book being prepared by Man Carolr-n George ibr
Trinity Press and others bv David Dillon and Lawrence ['.
Speck.

The work of Texas architect O'Neil Ford,
discussed at the Architectural [eague in
December, \tras characterized by a
responsiveness to regional sources. The
work of Taft Architects, a young Houston
firm, displays a diflerent and
contemporary eclectic approach.

As Peter Papademetriou has pointed out, a certain type of
regionalism was prevalent in Texas architecture of the
l920s, characterized by a combination of late ..revivalist

eclectic" styles, vernacular design elements, and
indigenous building materials.

$ f.or.r"g Houston-based frrm, Taft Architects, is harking
back to this pre-modern approach, il its new design for"
the River Crest Country Club in Fort Worth is proper
indication. Their design for the 51,000-s.f. clulhouse in
one.of the city's oldest sections particularly reflects a
culling of nineteenth-century Shingle Style and Beaux
Arts precedents filtered through recent East Coast
applications. The derivative scheme, a more sober
version of current East Coast historicist elaborations,
lacks, for example, the mannerist play of Venturi, Rauch
and Scott Brown, the screenJike liyering of planes by
C!tg4"-r Moore, the inventively alluiive p.o""a lexicon
of Michael Graves, or even RLbert Stem's assertive
meshing of historical references with muscular distortion.

The River Crest Country Club wanted a building for its
lO00 members that would approach the colonijlook of
the,previous clubhouse, which was destroyed by fire. The
architects. recommended to the clients Uy' Rt itip Johnson.
designed a three-story rcheme partiallv sunk inio a gentle
slope. wit} roof lines and massing reminiscent oi'the
u'ork of Jelferson, Lutyens, and McKim, Mead and

Riaer Crest Country Club, FortVorth, N; Tafi Architects. East eLeuaion

Plan Isonumc
-l 

;=-1 ' , t_

White. Tlre building materials 
- 

poured-in-place
concrete and steel frarne-are obviously modem. Walls,
however, will be treated traditionally: A base of poured
concrete will be rusticated to form a plinth, while
brick-clad upper walls will be highfighted with terra coua
banding. Cerarnic tile will articulate the rustication; a
cornice of terra cotta and a glazed tile roof will further
"historicize" the exterior. The centrally organized parti
allows the commodious dining areas, living spaces, and
terraces to overlook the 170-acre site, while the ballroom,
located on the third floor, fits into the roof shape. Four
chimney-like stacks define this central ballmom space, as
well as demarcating the cross-axial plan and containing
HVAC equipment.

How successfirlly the ffi million scheme will evoke its
illustrious antecedents of the clubhouse type, developed
with incomparable mastery by McKim, Mead and White,
depends largely on the building's construction and
detailing.
In terms of a contemporary form of "regionalism,'o the
architects have not combined the elements imported from
the nineteenth century with particuiarly local or
vernacular ones; nor have they radically transformed the
elements from a blatant eclecticism. They
do, however, serve secondary-source eclecticism to us
straight-without a "knowing commentarv" but with
enough vocabulary to satisly the nostalgic yeaming for the
past that rs so typical of our time. 
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Mdattanism

Chanin at Cooper tlnion

"A Romance with the City":
Engineer/builder Irwin Chanin
promulgated a unique metropolitan form
in the 1920s and'30s through his
construction of building types peculiar to
New York 

- 
skyscrapere, apartment

houses, and theaters.

Top: Roxy Theater ( 1926); Waher W - Ahlschlager, architect,
Chanin Corutru.ction Co., enginzers and build,ers

B ottom : M ajestic Apartment B uilding ( 1930 ) ;

Irwin Chattin and, lacqu.es Delam.ere, architec*, Chanin

Corctru,ctbn Co., owners and, buildcrs

Anthony Vidler

"The city as theater" has in recent years been the slogan of
those who, nostalgic for a long lost past ofpublic display
and social cohesion, dream of a time when a world now
locked into the private realm was released into the streets,
as in a festival, a grand spectacle of cultural effusion.
However mythical such nostalgia, and however hard those
long lost times, what in the nineteenth century was thought
of as medieval confusion, was in the twentieth envisaged as
a mingling ofln-de-siicle fashion display-Bon Marchd
and the boulevards-and Holly'wood spectacle. And while
in Europe such dreams were specifically tied to polemical
programs for social reform or reaction, in America they
entered in a very real way into the fabric ofthe built city.
From Henry Adams describing New York seen from his club
Kx)m on Fifth Avenue as a new Roman Empire to Rem
Koolhaas carefully describing the archaeology of "Delirious
New York," mythical evocation and built fantasy have
intersected to construct an almost hallucinatory state: one to
be analyzed more by the techniques of image production
forged by the Su:realists and modernist film-makers than by
any positive specifications.

Occasionally, as in the development of Coney Island, the
mingling of utopia and technological ingenuity, of spectacle
and realJife folly, acted as the program, so to speak, of this
vaguely nightmarish scene. In other sites, the fantasy was in
the viewer's eye, or in the entirely random juxtaposition of
one towerwith another. In very rare instances, the fantasy
was in the mind of the developer and promoter himseH, as
he sought to make of his life an instrument for the
production of big dreams.

Irwin S. Chanin-engineer, architect, real estate
speculator, promotor, patron, and theatrical producer-
omnivorously worked at building an entire city in
microcosm. Virtually every building type important for the
public life ofa metropolis was either sponsored or designed
under his aegis: from housing subdivisons to high-rise
apartrnenthouses, office towers to ornate theaters. Such
protean activity from a single authorwould in Europe have
been invested with the legendary status ofa Niezschean
supennan; in America it was all in the general line of
business.

The very diversity ofhis career and its products built and
unbuilt; the differences, often major, between architect and
architect; and even more so, the contrast between the ornate
Deco styles ofthe theaters designed by Herbert Krapp and
Walter Ahlschlager and Chanin's own spare, almost zeue
sachlichkeit style-all would seem to mitigate a coherent
exposition of the work. But in the sumptuous catalogue to
the recent exhibition of Chanin's work at the Coopei Union,
a kind of unity is provided by a mix of nostalgic
reminiscence, snapshot history, and postcard evocation
supplemented by the magnificent contemporary
photography of Roberto Schezen. This "catalogue of a life"
is introduced by Diana Agrest as a "Romance with the
City," seeing Chanin as the central character ofa
Hollywood story designed and produced by himseH, with
urban backgrounds made to suit. In this introduction, which
carefully places Chanin in a broader European/American
context, Agrest demonstrates that integral relationship
between entrepreneurship and urban theater that permeated
the development of New York in the pre-war period.

Diana Agrest also took the major responsibility
in putting the show together. The eicellent
exhibiiion at thi: Cooper Union, entitled "A
Romance with the City: Irwin S. Chanin," presented the
saga of a man's life building, promoting, and designing for
New York City. The show was also an homage to an
individual, trained as an engineer at Coopei Union, who has
been a lifeJong supporter and benefactoiofits School of
Architecture.
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B rochure for C entury Aparrment. B uildinq. N yC
( I93l ); Clnnin Constiution Co., outneiJ, buil&rs, and
arehiteets

A Romance with the Cttyl Imin S. Chanin, an
exhibition organieed by Diina Agreot and designed by
Rudy de Harik, was at Cooper Union's Houghlon
Gallery.through January 28.-A eatalogue of i-he same
title, ed-ited and with an esEay by Agreat, was published
by the Cmper Union Presa to ac"om-pany the show (112
pages, blaek-and-white and color photojraphs).

Lrli, :.Cr.rrg,ttland Pumping Staion (l9}g); Irutin Chanin,
urchtteet, Chanin Corulruelion Co,, builder
\rly l"fi, Chanin Build,ins, tWC iiizUi Stoan &
Kobertson,fre.hileets, Chanin Corutruetion Co., outners a nd
o:uldErs.qW! I errl"1s rendering)

leloyytsh,t: Inlin Chanin with-iis brotlurs as lw d,riues riaet
mrcLndnnEwlding
Bottom,leJi to right; e hanin Building.
C_hanin Building , e nfianee to exeeutiue suite,
Cosrnctie Faetory, Stamford, CT (19J9); IntinChanin,
arehiteet, Chanin Corutruction Co., builders
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Poryhyrios'Sourees of Moderrr
Eclecticism Reviewed

)
A recent book analyzes the work of Alvar
Aalto and relates his architecture to the
eclectic tradition and, by implication, to
recent post-modern revivals.

funasi de Soli-Morales

Irit

t
{+L,/
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Church, Vtnl*enniski (19561; Ahtar Aaho. Section (photo: courtesy Architectural Publishers Artemis)

The history ofarchiteeture has always suffered from the
all-too-easy assumption that what architects say about
themselves should be taken literally. Certainly the work of
Alvar Aalto has been subjected to an interpretation largely
dictated by its author. And while it is true that Aalto wrote
little, enough clues were provided in articles, interviews,
and polemical statements to establish the topics and
commorlplaces of criticism, repeated with little variation to
the presenl

With the recent publication of Demetri Porphyrios' Sources
of Modem Eclecticism, however, we are presented with a
powerful indictment of these accepted themes. On the one
hand Porphyrios destroys the confusion surmunding the
topics of. humanism and organicism, usually adduced to
explain Adto's work; on the other, he attemps to reconstruct
the European cultural context often excluded from Aalto
criticism but, Porphyrios argues, indispensable for the
correct understanding of the Finnish architect's production.

Underlying much interpretation of Aalto have been the twin
concepts of humanism and organicism, endowed with the
status of originating and formative conditions out of which
his work was born. Aalto's o'humanism" has been seen as
posed against the "inhumanity" of rationalized, industrial
pmduction, and tied intimately to the specific gestures of an
architecture that seemed to express directly the character of
its architect.

It is evident that, in the 1930s, Aalto was the clearest
exponent ofthe reaction to the machinist and industrialist
aesthetics ofthe previous decade. The materials he used
and his enthusiasm for craftsmanship and the vernacular
constituted the basic components of this "return to the
origins." This nostalgia for such pre-industrial roots was
combined with a kind of pensi:e satnage thatpresented itself
as the genuine expression of a rural, empirical, individual
humanism in contrast to the de-humanized, repetitive,
mechanized and rationalized reality of the metropolitan
world. Even as the Mediterranean served some architects as
a myth by which to counter modernist excesses, so in
Northem Europe the return to handicrafts, natural
materials, and the rural life were for Aalto the instruments
of a so-called humanization of modern life.

But if Aalto's humanism was seen as the "semantico'content
of his ideology , organicism, as an idea of form, has been
seen simultaneously as its "syntactic" structure.
Organicism, however, in this context has proved to be an
extremely confusing term: There is in fact nothing more
imprecise than to attribute the condition of "nature" to
irregulargeometrical configurations. It is enough to
rememberthe analyses of D'Arcy Thompson on the
geometry ofliving beings to counter such supposed
naturalism. While in the work of Wright, for example,
analogies might be established between the geometries of
natural gronth and those of his architecture, similar

J.
h.r
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comparisons are more problematic in the case of Aalto. In
fact, Aalto's work shows less "organicism" of this kind than
it demonshates improvised organizations, accommodated to
specific and unique settings or casual dispositions of
heterogeneous spatial elements. (As Alan Colguhoun has
pointed out, the return to origins was represented more by
an assumed analogy between content and form, as for
example in the "image" of the medieval city embodied in
the pattentof the plan, than by any real correspondence. In
the same way, the topographic accidents ofthe landscape
became a formal model for the architecture, as a metaphoric
inspiration, not as a structural homology.)

Thus the humanism of the rural artisan life-against the
antihumanism of technology and urbanism-together with
the organbism of the accidental and heterogeneous-
against the rationality ofplanning and standardi26li6n-
were the themes on which the historical interpretation of
Aalto have been established. The histories of modem
architecture from Giedion to Benevolo have repeated again
and again the opinion that Aalto represents, to modern
evolution, a kind of corrective; a reformist project that
ameliorated the excessively radical and schematic
presuppositions of the Modern Movement and offered an
architecture fitting to man and nature.

The interest of Porphl'r'ios'book lies in the fact that it
destroys once and forever this ideological illusion.
Opposing the "humanist-organicisto' interpretation, the
book considers Aalto's work on the one hand as a significant
example of dbersity in modernist experiments, and on the
otheras a! immediate precedent formany of the questions
raised in the so-called "post-modem" debate.

The book is presented under a double rubrie: At once a case
study, it also disclaims any singular aim to monographical
completeness or philosophical discovery. While
incorporating much previously unpublished material, the
result ofthe author's research in Finnish archives and
primary s(xlrces, the book demonstrates Porphyrios'real
interest in the value of Aalto's work as a paradigm within
modern architecture.

In contrast to the developmental vision ofthe official history
oJmodem archiecture, the book proposes a history of
discontinuity and alteration. If for Giedion or Zevi, Aalto
demonstrated a proof of the continuity of the Modern
Movement with the addition of the new principles of
organicism and humanism, for Porphyrios, Aalto's work is
the proofofa division in modern architecture between two
very different epistemological approaches. Opposed to an
architecture based on a fundamental espit d.e iysimc-
teehnological, serial, rationalist, metropolitan-Aalto's
work furthers an alternative position-empirical,
individualistic, naturalistic, and eclectic.

Underlying Porphyrios'prcject is the perceived need to

Design for a Church, Tijijl| ( 1925); Alaar Aaho (courtesy
Arkkitehti)
reconstruct this dual and mutually antagonistic history of
modern architectural culture and trace it to its roots. In the
very origins of modern Westem culture, Porphyrios:ugues,
this duality already existed: The "sources ofmodern
eclecticism" can in fact be traced in the theory and desigrr
of the late eighteenth century, in Europe and America
produced side by side with the development ofthe
rationalist, industrial, and utopian tradition of modernity.
Indeed the utopian aspect of modernism is a fundamental
element ofthe dualism perceived by Porphyrios. Against
the neo-Platonist dream of an architecture bom of a logical
order and a rationally organized society, he contrasts the
heterotopia of the eclectic tradition. Here Porphyrios takes
the term h,eteronpia from Michel Foucault, who has used it,
beginningwith his book The Ordcr of Things, to refer to an
"order" distinctly opposed to "utopiao" or, better,
"homotopia" as Porphyrios calls it. From this notion derives
the idea, continually stressed by Porphyrios, that different
orders ofthought are represented by and, infact, constitute
different formal orders or languages, and thus imply
different compositional procedures in the production of the
city and the various arts.

Thus for Porphyrios, the eclectic tradition is no aberrant
deviation from the rationalist discourse-a spurious mode
of signification-but rather something with its own proper
structure, its own syntactical rules and semantic content.
The key to "seeing" this distinct and separate sensibility,
Porphyrios argues convincingly, is to understand the
picturesquc x the most genuine manifestation of this
"hetemtopic sensibility" particular to eclecticism.

In this serse the impact of the picturesque on modern art
resides not so much in its evident and well-defined poetics,
as in the way it clearly hanslates into form the sensualist
empiricism that underlies modern culture. Porphyrios
traces the development of this tradition in philosophy from
the late seventeenth-century empiricist Locke to the
primitive sensationalist psychologist Condillac, in
landscape design from [.e Camus de Mezieres to Uvedale
Price, in architecture from l,augier to fequeu, finding in
these different 6elds common presuppositions relating the
data of perception to the organization of the work of art.
Underlying all is the understanding that the relation
between perception and form no longer follows the
principles of the classical tradition with its a priari idea of
order and its mission to create hierarchies and distribute the
rough data of perception in a system of economic and stable
relations,

The persistence ofthe picturesque through the nineteentl
century ard its survival in the work of many
twentieth-centuq'architects only confirmed the fact that the
classical concept of a work of art as a stable order was no
longer the only viewpoint. Indeed, although Porphyrios
does not push his conclusion to such a degree, it would even
be possible to claim that the logical conclusion of Foucault's

fir
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oolt u)ould be possibl,e to claim thc picruresquc)

the eclcctic, is tlra nurst genaincly modctn
outlo& of aU. Aalto,utotild, enuerge as the
exan pb of a continrting eclcctic modcrn
traditiott."
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Sourcee of Modern Eclectieiam. Demetri Porphyrios.
Academy Editions, [,ondon, St. Martin's Press, New York,
1982. l3B pages, 20O black-and-white photographs and
plans. $19.95, soft cover
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Saurwfor tlw Ahlstriim Company Housing Danelapmcnt, Kadtua. (1937); Alaar Aaln (courtesy Aaho Atclicr)
hypothesis ofa historical break, a rupture, between the positions arguing for a recuperation ofclassicist rigor
classical and modern works was that the picturesque, the clearly make the separation between what is seen as the
eclectic, the heterotopic is the most genuinely modern pure classicism ofAsplund and the versatile designs of
outlook of all. Aalto would here emerge as the logical Aalto.
exarnple of a recent version of a continuing eclectic modem
tradition. Thesearguments, as developed in Porphyrios'essay,

nevertheless leave open a number ofbasic questions. In the
But Aalto's picturesque has special characteristics, studied first place, the conclusion to which Porphyriosis le4ding
by Porphyrios in the chapter of lis Uook devoted to the the reader is in no way entirely clear by the end of the book.
physio-gnomic aspects of-architecture. His thesis is as On the one hand it seems that his analysis is little more than
foliows: If Aalto's philosophy is sensualist, its expressive a warning against mistaking Aalto for too much of a
technique must be seen, finguistically speaking, to be modernist, qld * encouragement for us to see him related
"onomitopoeic," comprised of highly *otivated, almost to 

-a 
long tradition of th9 picturesque, historicist, and

natural signs, rather t-han true abJtract and arbitrary forms eclectic that develo-Ped side by side with the more

of modern"ism. Against the linguistic presuppositions of the widespread rationalist, universalist, and utopian tradition.
orthodox architeclure of the Modem Movemint, where On the other hand it seems that Porphyrios really wants to

architecture was seen as purely self-referential, the work of establish the characteristic traits ofa new and dominant
Aalto, like that of the Expressionists and the Brutalists, sensibility of the post-modert, an episteme that cannot be

purported to refer to somithing outside itself. For the avoided in the making of any architecture today.

orthodox modernists, architecture should speak only of
function and construction, avoiding all but practicai In the second-place,lhere is inPorphyrios'texta certain
references. For Aalto, on the other hand, arehitecture is ambiguity in his application of Foucault's thinking. One

constantly metaphorical, constituting a language that sees this when Porphyrios explains characteristics o[

"o--,,,,iLt.s essentially non-archilect,.ul id".". 
i:r:;::yi*,r"i1,Jn i?:f"irillt"."f,"#*:fiTidu,"a,o,r,"

Paradoxically, this metaphorical condition is established qre-_heterotopic -eprsremc 
of classi*m. Porphyrios avoids

not by means ofextra-architectural sigrs or sensations, but the logical.conclusions ofwhat in Foucault is seen as the

by iconic motifs drawn from the tradition of architecture posrclassical condition. For Foucault, as for Derrida, the

itself. Invoking stylistic fragments, established typologies, emerging- predominance of the disciplines of history,

or codified rul|s of 
"o-po.iiion, 

Aalto proceeds 
""""Jing 

anthropology, or psychoanalysis results in a "dispers.ion" of
to a method embedded in the eclectic tiadition. Utilizine 

- knowledge. This dispersi on imples a destruction of the

the linguistic procedures of allu.sinn, Aalto redesigns thE traditional humanistic.subject-man-and a division of
terms i'o which he refers according to techniques tlhat in contemporary culture into the two poles of the empirical and

langnage correspond fo orwmatop"oela. The content of this the transcendent.

kind of architecture, again in a manner similar to
eclecticisn, forms an autogenerating system by means of In architectural terms this may imply {r4 this dispersion is

which any references to thi architectuie of the-past or to the irreversible and-a part of modern sensibility itself. In this
vernacrrlara.e combined in a language made up of sense the spatial heterotopia characteristic ofAalto and

metaphoric,fragmentary,andepi-sodicevocations. [ffi;[ffifiI"H]iff:::::]3#:T;:#"n.
Here we can see the link that Porphyrios draws between conditions, as it would be an inevitable reflection of the

Aalto's work and more recent p-Lli*. that have condition of modem man'

undermined confidence in a supposedly stable and
permanent doctrine of moder., .."hit""i*". It is not Here one might also ask for a clearer definition of the

iortuitous that there is a renewed interest in Aalto's work, apparently well-defined model of Modern Movement

stemming, for instance, from the example of Venturi. The orthodoxy, set-up by P^o-rphlrri_os T a-I1y of focusin-g the

approacliof the Finnish master is in fact a symptom of outlines of A"lto's qro6l9. Indeed, while this model is not so

qulstions corunon to a number of contemporary architects. precisely developed in the book,.o"g qrShl re_spond that to

Equally, of course, it is no less sigrrificani that recent imagine its limits would in itself be difficult. To ascribe
similar points of view to [e Corbusier, Hilberseimer,
Gropius, and Moholy-Nagy, for example, would be
incorrect. Each has an extremely complex and different

relationship to classicism and it would be impossible to
pose them as a united front in a potpourri by which to
confront haerodox figures like Aalto. In [.e Corbusier's
work and thought there remain many vestiges of the
classical tradition of academic neo-Platonism that disturb
an interpretation ofhim as a genuine representative of
modern consciousness. On the other hand, in the
theoretical and practical work of Hilberseimer, Gropius, or
Moholy-Nagy, there is little left of classicism, its sense of
order and pre-established types.

Perhaps, we should look rather lbr a model that
demonstrates the real connection betwee modern cultural
dispersion and the empirical sensibility of the picturesque
tradition according to which the world is s6ns1rug1sd-and
the notion of construrtion is fundamental in this case-
precisely with the rough givens of perception as its
"building blocks." The theory of form developed in the
courses ofthe Bauhaus was based precisely on the simple
play of sersations and the organization of sensory material
according to the rules of Gestalt. The purely physiological
character of these forms would thereby escape all
conceptual determinism and all a pioi reasoning.

It is evident, as Porphyrios indicates, that such
sensation-based empiricism is a heritage of the
Enlightenment, whose culture thereby may be seen in
Foucault's terms as marking not only the foundation of a
new abstract and rational order, but also the waning ofthe
old, classical world in favor of a new mental system: that of
the dispersion of the human sciences. This dispersion
launches a modem culture forward out of the constant
struggle arnong pure empirical facts, history, and the
interior memory of the subject.

But rather than wanting to recuperate and defend old and
obsolete orrders in the face of their contemporary dispersion,
the critic should define his function as the lucid and
intelligent dissection of reality, the explanation at each
moment of what is happening and why. Neither the order of
classicism nor the utopia of the Modern Movement exists
anymore. To elucidate the contours ofthe present condition
is the present task: In this undertaking the book of Demetri
Porphyrios is both stimulating and enlightening.

JOHN IIK
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English periodicals have proliferated in
thJlast fern years. Several are reviewed
here, along with other recent
publications.

Peter C. Papademetriou

While 1982 was marked by a general reappraisal of
architectural education in the U.K. 

-including 
the

possibility of consolidating a number of architecture
schools 

- 
it also saw the emergence of a number of new

magazines about architectural education and practice,
and the territory in between. In general, the journals
reviewed here share a catholicity of content; one could
conclude that the lack of a clear theoretical and
professional value system is being met by a uniform
inclusiveness of interest. This diversity of presentation
reflects the contemporary willingness to address the
entirety of architectural culture.

9II (referring in part to the hardest, and therefore most
precise, Iead pencil point) was begun in 1980 at the
Bartlett School of Architecture by postgraduate students
of "multinational" origins, whose principle aims rvere to
make available English translations of both historic and
current architectural essays from foreign writers, as well
as to present projects unpublished in Britain and to
provide original critiques and theoretical texts.
Originally named 9H Bartlett Translations, the rest of
the title was dropped so as not to be confused with the
previous Transactions of the Bartlett Society (begun
\962), to which it is not affiliated. The 6rst issue had a
strong planning focus, while the second emphasized
architectural history. The third issue appeared after a
hiatus in a more substantial format with improved
typography. One hopes the current issue, Number 4, will
continue the momentum. Plans call for a special issue 

-a comparative study of 1900 London and Vienna-as
well as a monograph on the contemporary Greek
architect Valsamakis. As with most school-originated
journals, continuity is a problem for 9H: there is a large
time gap between issues; the advertised list of topics and
authors is ultimately changed when published. At its
price ($3.00 - $4.00), however, 9// is reasonable, and
despite its diversity maintains an adherence to its stated
goals.

Isaue, from the Polytechnic of Central London, is
similar in format to 9H, bur has an essentially English
focus (although Number 3 does contain both general
theory and a critique of O.M. Ungers), and presents
work done at the school. Being in a formative stage,
lssue hopes to '0. . . establish a precedent for the
publication of further numbers once a year on a regular
basis." Its readership is centered around the PCL, but
the range of content makes it of more general interest,
while the student work presented always provides a
litmus for current trends.

From the profession itself come the latest ventures of the
RIBA, the 6rst being Trnnnactions, whose initial issue
appeared early in 1982 under the editorship of Peter
Murray, editor of the RIBAI . Traruactions specifically
documents papers and presentations made to the
Institute, and derives its name from a previous venture
that ceased publication in 1893. Most "articles" are
directly transcribed from lectures, although some are
reportage of such events; each is prefaced by a pr6cis of
the argument. Due to its sponsorship, Transactions is
professionally presented and well printed; several
full-color illustrations are included.

Forthcoming from the RIBA is Architectural
Education, a journal that crosses the Iine between
architectural practice and architecture schools. Planned
as a quarterly with the final issue of each volume to
emphasize student work, the new journal is intended to
be intemational in character, with a seven-member
editorial board of British educators and a projected

board of ffieen worldwide consulting editors.
Contributors will be mostly teachers of architecture. It
will be interesting to see the extent to which the RIBA
organization will serve to market such a joumal, and to
what degree readership may be built into the RIBA
itself. The concurrent emergence of school-based
joumals that publish material from "outside" sources
would seem to complicate this process, even while it
enriches the potential sources of information. Edited by
Stephen Trombley, Architectural Educotion will see
publication in April 1983.

Another variation of a more commercial nature, but
similarly based within a family of existing publications,
is the AD News Supplement, with the frrst issue
appearing in 1982. In tabloid format, the Supplement is
similar to Skyline in that it features reviews, opinion,
and articles of a generally "non-scholarly" nature, but it
also promotes various activities of Architectural Design,
its parent magazine. Sold separately, Supplemenl is also
included in subscriptions to AD. The first issue was
dominated by a Charles Jencks non-review of Tom
Wolfe's then-about-to-be-released-in-the-UK-book (F rom
Bauhau to Our House, Farrar Strauss & Giroux, 1981)
under the headline "WoH bites Wolfe," and included a
collection of articles on the current state of Soviet
architecture criticism. These "newsy" pieces, Ionger
than those in the news sections of professional journals,
find their appropriate place here.

A series of publications from the Architectural
Association, or more appropriately the AA School of
Architecture, nicely reflect a broad range of readership.
Typical ofthe "yearbook" model is Projects Review
(now in its eighth number), a thorough presentation of
every level of instruction at the AA released on the
occasion of the annual exhibition of student work.
Graphically it paralleled the first issue of a new
quarterly, AA Files (Annals of the Architectural
Association School of Architecture). While Files contains
a variety \and Variety it is) of articles, the joumal is
similar to the RIBA's Transactions, since a large portion
of the material concems events at the AA School. With
the second number, Files enlarged its format and now
sports a graphic look akin to such American journals as
Perspecta (Yale) or Via (Penn). It occasionally includes
design work by AA as well as non-AA people, in
addition to articles. Critical reviews of recent AA
exhibitiors (for which there is also a separate series of
catalogues) appear in the rear section of Files. Of the
exhibitions held at the AA, several are built around
work of selected Unit sections; these shows are
developed into yet another series of publications, the
bi-annual Themes. The first of these, Themcs l:
Architectwe and, Continuity, was reviewed in AA Files 2,
thereby completing the circle of interlocking publications
in a variety of formats.

With such positive growth, however, comes negative
news in the form of the demise of a vital publication.
Since 1969, the Architectural Aseoeiation Quarterly
(AAQ) has functioned as an international journal of
ideas in architecture, replacing the previous Arezrz,
which had been incorporated with the magazine
Interbuilt in 1967-8. Under the general editorship of
Dennis Sharp, .4,4Q published material from 25
countries, occasionally including translated material.
Articles were written by people involved in AA events
and teaching, as well as outside contributors. AAQ gave
exposure to a number of now well-known writers such as
Charles Jencks and Chris Fawcett. W'hile several other
related publications were also directed by Sharp,
including the series AA Papers (1967-73), it was AAQ
that grew and became seH-sustaining. In October 1981 it
underwent an extensive graphic design and format
revision as part of a program initiated by AA School
Chairman Alvin Boyarsky to redefine the publications
and integrate them within a unified administrative
structure. This consolidation led to Sharp's dismissal;
the events are described in the penultimate A,4Q (Vol.
13, No. 2/3), which is, ironically, the milestone Fiftieth
Issue and typically diverse in its intemational content.

AA Files, 1, no.2
One issue of AAQ remains, to be issued early this year.
With the demise of AAQ a unique voice in British
publications on architecture has been lost.

Of the current crop of British joumals reviewed here,
there would appear to be a close mix of similar
directions, with some degree of overlapping readership.
The sheer number parallels a phenomenon in the U.S.,
and the joumals reflect what appears to be an interest in
enlarging the boundaries of today's architectural
discourse. They underscore the impression that this is a
period of examination and positive growth.

Addendurn

Issues 6, 7 and 8 mark the end of the first volume of
International Architect (editor, Haig Beck). Each issue
contains current news, book reviews, and foreigrr language
summaries, as well as feature articles. Contributors,
predominantly British, come from all corners of the
architectural milieu. The quality of prose is high throughout
and documentation is unusually complete. An appealing
and clear layout uses a color and textual code to distinguish
news and brief concerns fmm the leading stories. Plentiful,
well-reproduced illustrations, both black-and-white and
color, speak elegantly for the material at hand.

Number 6 explores tensions existing between the classical
and the vemacular vocabularies, with the British house
serving as context and focal point. The essay by Peter
Davidson on Michael Graves'Wildlife Center in number 7
is a uniquely insightful piece on this much-discussed
architect. Although he concludes weakly, by asserting that
Graves' is a language "in crisis," the preceding analysis of
the constifuent elements of Graves' \^,ork-both renderings
and finished projects-is considerably more thoughtful
than the usual coverage ofGraves. S. Knight, guest editor
for number 8, brings together a number of examinations of
Swedish architecture built between 1910 and 1930, calling
the style'Swedish Modern Classicism. "

Although a combination of such a variety of subjects and
methods of inquiry would be an important contribution to
criticism, Interruttional Architect relates them only insofar
as they appear in the same publication. There seems to be
no organic principle ofdirection or editorial point ofview.
For exarnple, numhrs 6 and 8 are thematically tied while
number 7 is a melange of separate topics, and illustrations
are presented with seemingly objective captions that are in
fact highly interpretive commentaries. The underlying
position seems to be that by bringing together all possible
angles and modes of vision, the democratic panorama will
emeqge. 

-Sylvia 
Lavin
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9. S. U."ggrs: Worke in Progreee 19?6-19g0.
Preface by Kenneth Frampton; i"ntroduction bv Gerardo
Brown-Manrigue. Published by the Institute flr
Architecture and Urban Studies and Rizzoli
P-ublications, New York. ll0 pages, 150
black-and-white illustratio.r.. iitb.SO, soft cover

{feo publiehe d: Architecture as Thnmc by O. M. Ungers.
First in a series of "Lotus Documents," pultl.n"a by"Electa
p_dita,tlilan, and distributed by Rizzoli publications, New
York. Printed in Italian and English. I2g pages, lg2
illustrations, Il0 in color. $25.-00, 

"oft "or.i.Ungers hrs_chosen a selection ofhis unrealized projects and
organized them thematically to illustrate his design process.
He ,in*des short essays-on such topics as the ..riorphology
ol'the Gestalt" or the "doll within thl doll,,'f"llow.d by hi""
housing, hotels, museums, and universities designed for
sites in Germany. The projects are heavily illustrlted
(unfortunately with relatively poor reproductions) and
accompanied by short descriptive teits.

The Polities of Park Desig.: A Higtory of Urban
Parke inAmeriea. Galen Cranz. MfI Press, Cambridge,
Mrassachusetts. 348 pages, black-and-white photograph"s.'

Park De O

Eleni Constantine

\r 1977, Oswald Mathias Ungers drew up a project for
the "deconstruction of Berlini': '"The City Wlthln the
Qity." lJngers proposed to deal with cenier-city
{epopulation by establishing "islands" within ihe urban
fabric, around which the city could decay, eventually
reverting to open space. The recent projects published in
this catalogue, all of which were deslgned foi Ge.-an
sites (three for Berlin), explore this notion of discrete,
insular insertions in the city corpus, largely through the

lype of_the perirrrter block. Within this seH-defining
frame, Ungers develops various concepts-abstract
arrangement of prismatic forms in the Hotel Berlin,
translation of existing structure and style in a new
addition, as in the Schillerstrasse project, contextual
composition with new-Modernist proportions and
fenestration, as in the Ltitzowplatz project, etc.

At frrst glance, the catalogue seems to represent simply
a collection of Ungers' latest experiments in several
different modes. This impression of eclecticism is
reinforced by the manner in which the projects are
presented. The separate descriptions presented in
chronological order are not cross-referenced, nor are
themes developed in the presentation of Ungers' work.
Written by the architect's office, these individual essays
exempli! architectural prose at its most self-serving 

-they are repetitive, uninformative, and inflated. While
Kenneth Frampton's incisive and insightful preface goes
some way toward pulling it all together, it can not
substitute for a comprehensive editorial synthesis.

Closer inspection of the catalogue's entries reveals two
dominant themes. One might term them "the wall around
the park" and "the house within the house." The first is
a nostalgic and naturalistic variant on Ungers'"island"
concept, which seems to owe something to Schinkel; the
second is a more current architectural notion, reflected
in the work of Rem Koolhaas and Elia Zenghelis,
Ricardo Bofill, and Emilio Ambasz, inter alia. Where
these notions intersect, as in the project for an
Architecture Museum in Frankfurt, Ungers seems to be
making a new personal contribution to an important
architectural development.

The Architecture Museum project, done in 1978,
comments on the contribution that ordinary buildings
make to collective memory through the architectural
character of a neighborhood as that develops over time.
The Museum was to be housed in a rather commonplace
urban "villa" with Renaissance overtones, which is
located near the river. Ungers'project surrounds the
villa with a heavy, almost Brutalistic stone wall,
simultaneously framing the house as object and making
the house frame both the space between it and the
perimeter wall and the space within the house itself. But
rather than allowing the perimeter wall and the house
wall to define separate concentric spaces, the design fills
the potential interstices with a series of concentric shells

-s6 
*rs1 the visitor passes continuously through the

active plane, rather than penetrating to a passive void.
Specifically, the project inserts a glass-roofed arcade
between wall and house, within which the garden is
caught; and replaces the interior of the house with a
double shell-a concrete scaffold surrounding a steel
and glass framework.

While Ungers is not the only architect to be exploring
this doll-within-a-doll concept behind a parti, he appears
intent on coming to grips with the idea in a unique way,
and making it his own. Ungers' house, published in
Castelli Gallery's Howes for Sale (8.1. Archer, ed.,
Rizzoli, 1981), illustrates another form the idea has
taken. Where the house design emphasizes distinct
climatic ,*"s-garden, outer glass house, and inner
stone house-the Museum stresses the abstract
continuity of space. W'here the house modulates the
transformation from nature to dwelling in stages, the
Museum walls off a controlled artificial landscape.
Modern preoccupations regarding the autonomy of
elements and the rationalization of space are still present-

Ungers, of course, has been dealing with such Miesian
notions since before they were fashionable, and
continued to work along these lines regardless of their
currency. The IAUS catalogue shows Ungers tuning his
concerns to a new era.
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Projectfor Hotel Berlin, Berlin ( 1976)

Project for Architecture Museum, F rankfurt-am-M ain(

Reviewed

High quality interdisciplinary work, such as Galen
Cranz's The Politics of Park'Design: A History of Lirban
Parks in Amcri.ca, provides insight into one subject from
the vantage point of another. Cranz discusses both
landsc_ape theory and park politics of the past hundred
a1d. fifty years flom the perspective of the social histo5y
of this period. Her intent is io describe social issues as
perceived by a succession of park advocates so that we
may better understand the variety of park designs seen
today, sometimes in a single pu.k. Sh" describls the
principles and-social biases of nineteenth-century ..moral

entrepreneurs," social workers of the 1920s, and
bureaucrats and urban planners of today, and then goes
on !o analyze who benefitted from the resulting public
facilities. As a result of this emphasis, the nuirerous
illustrations in the book are moie representative o1'social
values than of high points in the hisiory of design.

One of the strong points of Cranz's book is that it
redefines the importance of parks, not simply for their
appearance, but also for the image of society they may
project. Rather than trumpeting a o'new social vision" for
the bulk of the book, however, Cranz gives a historical
perspective on four major movements in park desigrr, the
views of society behind these movements, and the parks
engendered. From the picturesque landscape parks of
Olmsted in the nineteenth century, through the
playgrounds and beach parks of Robert Moses and the
reformers, to the vest pocket parks, happenings, and
bike paths of the I96Os "open space" movement, Cranz
details the people and ideas that led to the variety of
parks accumulated over a century and a half.

Only at the end of the book, in a short proposal, does
she offer her own goals for the future-goals
represented by the activities of the human potential
movement, such as holistic health centers and
community gardens. She does not explore whether these
means to a new society would benefit the population at
large any more than the cariage paths or picturesque
promenades of the last century. It is possible that
present day park administrators have inherited too wide
and conflicting a collection of social values and park
designs to allow experimentation with o'new social
visions," but Cranz's focus is historical, not prescriptive.

The book's strength lies largely in its documentation.
Eighty-seven pages of footnotes and citations corroborate
her thesis that the parks of today represent past
strategies for social reform. The book presents a breadth
of detail in anecdotes and descriptions of park history,
ranging frorn the tum-of-the-century controversy over the
introduction of electric lighting into parks, to the highly
politicized issue of fark site selection.For thoseinterested
in a wide-ranging discussion of the political interests and
social values that have shaped our urban parks, 7fr2
Politi.cs of Park Design is the definitive text. 

- 
Peter

Roeebach

Recent Arrivals
Moderrr Architecture and Deeign: An Altenmtive
llistory. Bill Risebero. MIT Press, Cambridge
Massachusetts. 256 pages, line drawings. $t7.SO

Modern Arehitecture Since l9OO. William J. R.
Curtis. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
416 pages, many black-and-white photographs and
plans, 12 color pages. $37.00

February Arrivals
House X. Peter Eisenman. Introduction by Mario
Gandelsonas. Rizzoli Publications, New York. 168
pages, 27 6 black-and-white illustrations. $35. 0O, hard
cover; $19.95, soft cover

Miehael Graves: Buildirrgs and Projecta
f966-198f . Edited by Karen Wheeler, Peter Arnell,
and Ted Bickford; introduction by Michael Graves;
essay by Vincent Scully. Rizzoli Publications, New
York. 3(X pages, over 8(X) illustrations, 4,(X) in color.
$45.00, hard cover; $D.95, soft cover

tlngers Reviewed
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H ouse Within a House ( 1980 ) , project for "Horues for Sale"
exhibitinn at Castelli Gallery(d.rawing by Sybille Ungers)
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Exldbits

Austin
James Riely Gordon
Through Mar l8 The work from 1889-1901 of
Gordon, designer of fifteen Texas courthouses and other
public buildings. Architecture Library, Battle Hall,
University of Texas; (512\47 | -1733

Boston/Cambrifue
Harvard Exhibitione
Feb l-18 Show of student/faculty/staff artwork. Feb
22-Nlar ll "Rebuilding Central Park." Exhibition of
restoration plans for New York City's Central Park,
sponsored by the Central Park Conservancy. Gund Hall
Gallery, Harvard Graduate School of Design, ,l8 Quincy
StreeU (617)495-9346

Chicago
Chicago Architecte Deaign
llp'6ugh Apr lO A century of architectural drawings
from the collection of the Art Institute, curated by
Pauline Saliga. Gallery 200, Art Institute of Chicago,
Michigan Avenue at Adams Street; (312),[43-3625

Houston
Plane for Ilermann Park
Jfu.6rrgh Feb 16 Charles Moore and The Urban
Innovations Group: Plans for Hermann Park, Houston.
Farrish Gallery, School of Architecture, Rice University;
(7r3)s27.1a7O

Iowa City
The Plan of St. Gall
Ihrough Feb 2O Carolingian plans of the Monastery of
St. Gall, Switzerland. Museum of Art, University of
Iowa, Riverside Drive; (319)353-3266

Los Angeles Area
Rob Krier
Through Feb 12 Drawings {rom Urban Projects
1968-82. Rizzoli Gallery, South Coast Plaza, 3333
Bristol Avenue, Costa Mesa; (7f4)957-333f

Lincohr, Nebraska
[,e Corbueier'e Saint-Pierre de Firminy
Through Feb l3 Drawings and models of Le
Corbusier's church. Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery,
University of Nebraska, 12th and R Street;
(402)472-246r

New Haven
Yale Exhibitione
Feb 7-ll Models and drawings by graduate students
on the work of Le Corbusier and louis Kahn. Feb
14-18 Drawings from the Skowhegan School Charrette
Competition. 2nd Floor Side Gallery, Architecture
Building, Yale School of Architecture, 180 York Street;
(203)4364ss0

New York
Auetrian Architecture
fuough Feb ll "Austrian Architecture 1860-1930."
Avery Hall, Graduate School of Architecture and
Planning, Columbia University; (2I2)2W-34L4

Balet
Feb 2O "Urban Dwelling in the Venetian

Karl Amend
Through Feb 26 Exhibition of this theatrical
desigrrer's work during the Art Deco period. The New
York Public Library at Lincoln Center. Vincent Astor
Gallery, lll Amsterdam Avenue; (212)930-0717

Arrrerican Pieture Palaces
Through Feb 27 Art and artifacts from movie palaces
(1915-1935), curated by David Naylor. Includes original
presentation renderings, photographs, posters,
furnishings. Cooper-Hewitt Museumo 2 East 9lst Street;
(2r2)Wffi

Frank Ltroyd Vright
Through Feh 27 One-hundred fifty objects from the
Met's collection of the architect's drawings, fumiture,
photographs, ceramics, engravings and graphics, in
conjunction with the permanent installation of Wright's
living room from the Francis Little House. The American
Wing, Menopolitan Museum of Art, Fifth Avenue at
82nd Street; (212)879-5500

Sliver Buildings
Through Feb 26 "Sliver Buildings: The Plans to Stop
Them." Exhibition featuring photographs, drawings and
proposed legislation from the City Planning Commission.
Upstairs at The Urban Center, 457 Madison Avenue;
(212)e3s-3e60

P.S.I Reopens the 6O's
Tforo"gh Mar l3 "Survivors of the 60's." Drawings
and photographs of projects and completed works by
Andrew MacNair, Steven Holl, Giuliano Fiorenzoli,
Future Tentso and Lebbeus Woods. Curated by Andrew
MacNair. The Institute for Art and Urban Resources,
P.S.I, 45{l 2lst Street, [,ong Island City;
(212)7M-2848

Frank Lloyd Vright
Feb 5-26 "Frank Lloyd Wright: Art in Design." Survey
of Wright's decorative designs, including chairso
windows, lamps, tables, textiles and graphics. Hirschl &
Alder Modem, 851 Madison Avenue; (212)7M-67N

John Helluk
Feb lo-Mar 5 "Solopacan Variations." Architectural
drawings and models. Max Protetch Gallery, 37 West
57th Street; (2L2)838-7436

Alliance of Women in Arehitecture
Feb 14-25 Work by women architects, ranging from
publications to built projects, celebrating the tenth
anniversary of the AWA. Avery Hall, Graduate School of
Architecture and Planning, Columbia University;
(2t2)2BO-3414

Koloman Moser
Feb l5-Apr l5 Furniture, artifacts, drawings and
paintings by the Austrian designer. The Austrian
Institute, ll East 52nd Streeq eD)759-5165

Giurgola Exhibition
$ar f -3f^ ". . -.fraglnents of an itinerary . . ." Texts by
Romald-o Giurgola and sketches relating io projects by
I{itchell/Giurgola Architects and Mitchell/Giurgola &
Thorp Architects. Avery Hall, Graduate School of
Architecture and Planning, Columbia University;
(2t2)28O.34t4

San Franciseo Area
Robert MaePhereon/Keith Wilgon

St. Paul
Scandinavian Modern l88O- l98O
Feb 27-Apr 24 Retrospective of Scandinavian 4"ttg"'
Minnesota'Museum of Art at Landmark Center, 75 West

Fifth StreeU 612)292-4355

Washington, D.C.
Green Architecture
Through Mar 5 An exhibition on landscape
architecture, featuring formal French and Italian
gardens. The Octagon, The American Institute of
Architects Foundation, 1799 New York Avenue, N.W.;
(2O2b26-74e

Post-Modern Architecture
Through Nlair 27 "Speaking A New Classicism:
American Architecture Now. " Exhibition includes
drawings, models and mock-ups by Michael Graves,
Philip Johnson, RodoUo Machado and Jorge Silvetti,
among others. National Museum of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Eighth and G Street, N.W.;
(2O2)3s7.3t76

London, England
Furniture by Memphie
Through Feb 2O Exhibition of pieces by Memphis

Victoria and Albert

Feb 9-Mar
MacPherson

26 Photographs of Rome in the 1850s by
; drawings and terra-cotta constructions

the connection between art and architecture

Obata & Kagsabaum

design group, Boiler House, The
Museum. South Kensington; (01)589-6371

Art and Architecture
Series of exhibitions showing recent developments in
architecture and art. Through Feb 2O '"Ten New
Buildings." New projects by Mario Botta, Frank Gehry,
Hans Hollein, Arata Isozaki, Joseph Paul Kleihues,
Charles Moore, James Stirling, and others. Through
Feb 2O "Aldo Rossi: Projects and Drawings." Feb
2O-Apr 2 "Drawings by Architects." Drawings by
Diana Agrest/Mario Gandelsonas, Studio GRAU, Coy
Howard, Rob Krier, RodoHo Machado/Jorge Silvetti,
Morphosis, OMA, Massimo Scolari and others. Institute
of Contemporary Arts, The Mall, London; (01)930-3647

Paris, France
Mario Botta
Through Feb 12 o'Dans le paysage comme un poing
sur la table." Institut Franqais d'Architecture, 6 Rue de
Tournon; (1)633-m36

Chicago
Decorative Screens
Mar ll-Apr ll Exhibition of screens by Thomas
Beeby, Michael Graves, Richard Haas, Robert A.M.
Stern, and Stanley Tigerman. Rizzoli Gallery, Water
Tower Place, 835 North Michigan Avenue;
(312)642Asoo

New York
Great Drawinge From the Royal Institute
Apr 2l-July 3O Eighty-two international masterpieces
of architectural drawing dating from the t5th century to
the present, borrowed from the RIBA's collection in
london. A series of lectures will accompany the
exhibition. The Drawing Center, 137 Greene Street;
.{2,L2)982-526 rr,i. r.,: jj:,, .-# :

Grey Art
installation by artist/architect Marc
Gallery windows facing Washingon
Washington Place; (212)598-7603Square East, 33

Feb 2I-Mar 7 A photographic exhibition of HOK's
work. Wurster Hall, University of California Department
of Architecture, Berkeley; (41q6424942

a
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This m,onth:
Kurt Forster on nwnutrrcnts at Hanttard . .

TomVolfe on rnod,ern architecture at New School . .

Sartogo and Schutartiry on exhibit at IWAS . .

Memphisfurniture on aicus at theY & A .

MIT Iectrree
Feb 23 John Myer Mar 3 G.M. Kallmann on Kallmann,
McKinnell & Woods'recent work. 5:3opm. Room 9150 and
Room 3133, MIT Campus, 77 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge ; (617 ) 253 -7 791

Events

Boston/Cambridge
Harvard fectures
Feb 9 Kurt Forster, "Monuments to the Citv"
Feb l7 Robert Coles, "lrony in Our Housing and Land
Conservation Programs" Feb 23 John Johanien, "The
Three Imperatives of Architecture: An Exertation." Piper
Auditorium, Gund Hall, Han'ard University, zl8 Quincv
Street; (6171495-9346

Miscellany

The architect for the Chicago Board of Trade Addition
(Skyline, January 1983, pp. 7 and 1l) should have been
grydited a.s the joint venture of C.F. Murphy Associates and
Shaw Swanke Hayden & Connell.

Arehiteehrral league f,ectures
Feb B Raimund Abraham, "Current Works" Feb
22 David Delong, "Bruce Goff and the Limits of
lndividuality in American Architecture." Members free,
non-members $5. 6:3opm. Architectural League at the
Urban Center, 457 Madison Avenue; (U.21753-1722

Tom Wolfe Diseusses Architecture
Feb l7 *Modern Architecture and Architects: Further
Conversations with Tom Wolfe." Tom Wolfe discusses his
views on modern archtecture with Edgar Tafel. $8.
7:45pm. The New School, 66 West l2th Street;
(2121741-ffiq)

Pratt l.ectures
Feb 17 Bruce Graham Feb24 Thomas Howarth,
"Charles Rennie Mackintosh." 6:00pm. Higgins Hall
Theater, Pratt School of Architecture, St. James Place
and [,afayette Avenue, Brooklyn; (212)636-3&7

Royal Oak Leeture
Mar I Minnie Cassatt, "The Glory of the Garden."
$5 members, $6.50 non-members. 6:fi)pm. The Mayer
House, 4l East 72nd Street; (212){bl-O529

From Two Dimensions to Three Dirnensions
Mar I Discussion with Milton Glaser and Massimo
Vignelli, moderated by Stanley Abercrombie. 6:00pm.
Decorative Arts Center, 305 East 63rd Street;
(212)689-9718

Philadephia
University of Pennsylvania Iecture Seriee
Feb 9 Bruce Graham Feb 14 Pierre l.oconte
Feb 16 Alice Neel Feb 2l Diana Agrest
Feb 23 William Tischler Feb 28 Barton Meyers
Mar 2 Anthony Vidler, '"The Uses and Abuses of
History." 6:3opm. Alumni Hall, Towne Building, 33rd
and locust Walk, Graduate School of Fine Arts,
University of Pennsylvania; (2 15)898-5728

Washington, D.C.
Post-Modern Architeeture
Continuation of lecture serieso "Challenges and
Dilemmas." Feb I Warren Cox, "Varieties of
Contextual Experience" Feb I Thomas L.
Schumacher, "Post-Modernism: The Metaphor is the
Mirage" Feb l5 Rosemarie Bletter, o'Was the
International Style Abstract?" Feb 22 Stanley
Tigerman, "The Unresolved Dialectic" Mar I Gavin
Macrae-Gibson, "Amoral Architecture" Mar 8 Diana
Agrest, "Recent Work" Mar 15 Richard A. Etlin,
"Before Terragni: The First Post-Modernism." Members
$9, non-members $12. 8:0opm (Feb 15 lecture 6:0opm).
The Smithsonian Institution, Carmichael Auditorium,
Museum of American History, l4th Street and
Constitution ; (202)357-3030

f.ondon, England
RIBA Spring l-eeturee
"The Great Debate: Modernism Versus the Rest."
Feb 8 Amos Rapoport, "Debating Architectural
Altematives" Feb l5 Malcolm Quantrill, "Alvar Aalto:
Prophet of Ubiety" Feb 22 Will Alsop, "Architecture

- It's Not as Easy as It Used To Be" Mar I Otto
Hon, "Nature Against Design." Royal Institute of British
Architects, 65 Portland Place; (01)580-5533

RIBA Conferences
Feb I I Minimizing Contractual Claims Feb 24 First
Costs of Life Cycle Costs Mar 3 Resolution of
Disputes. Royal Institute of British Architects, 66
Portland Place; (01)637 -W9l

Yancouver, Canada
Alcan l.ecturee on Arehitecture
Feb 9 Ricardo l.egorretta Feb 23 Kenneth Frampton,
"The Prospects for Critical Regionalism." Vancouver
l-eagte for Studies in Architecture and Environment,
Robson Square Media Center; (604)683-8588

AWA's Tenth Aruriversary Show

When the work of sixty-six architects and designers is
exhibited without any organization or theme, the effect is
bound to be disjointed, even though there may be fine
work on display.The New York based Alliance of Women
in Architecture has organized such an exhibition in
celebration of its tenth annivesan'. The AWA show was
recentlv on displav at the National Institute for
Architectura! Education in New York. and will be
traveling to other cities in the next few months.

The work varies in quality and type, as it would in any
exhibition attempting to represent the work of architects
from a particular region, school, or group. The show
includes landscapes, fantastic skyscrapers, interior
designs, photomontages. and publications, as well as
drawings of new ideas and photos of built projects that
range in size from a state university housing project to a
children's play slide. Few projects represent large-scale
work since the exhibitors tried to display personal work,
rather than larger team projects.

Several interesting designs, however, surfaced for public
view for the first time: Frangoise Bollack's proposal for
small parks at quarter-mile intervals in Manhattan's gnd;
Diana Agrest's evocative skyscraper designs with arcades
and clock towers; Marjorie Hoog's renovations using
polychromed columns and moldings; [,ois Sherr's crisp
landscaping design for Mitchell/Ciurgola's architecture;
and Frances Halsband's craftsmanlike interiors. The
imaginative work, however, is too often dominated by
numerous other less exceptional projects and
publications. A show like this, although intentionally
democratic and political, undermines its goals by a lack
of selectivity or even thematic organization. 

- 
pg1s1

Roesbach

Classical Award

The Philippe Rotthier Foundation has made public the
winners of the Prix Europxien de la Reconstruction de Ia
Ville, first announced in the fall of l98l and originally
to be awarded in January 1982. Choosing from thirty-one
submissions, the jury gave the €3,500 award for
classical architecture to British architect Quinlan Terry
for his overall work. An award of the same amount for
traditional construction was given to Spaniard Manuel
Mnnzano Monie for the reconstruction of the village of
Fuenterrabia in the Basgue country. A joint award
of €3,0(X) for essays on classical and traditiond
architecture was made to Fernand Joachim and
Val6rie lGevera, Brussels-based architects, for "A Study
of Archaic Construction in lbizia" and to Quinlan
Terry for "The Origins of Classical Orders." There were

twenty-five essays submitted.

The jury consisted of historians David Vatkin and
Frangoie Loyer, and architects frion Krier, Manfred
Sundermann, and Maurice Culot. The competition
w€ui sponsored by the Philippe Rotthier Foundation and
organized in association with the Archives d'Architecture
Modeme in Brussels.

Jury of Precedent and Invention
Feb 19 Discussion of work submitted for the
competition for the desigrr of a gate on the Harvard
campus. Gund Hall, Harvard University Craduate School
of Design; (617 \495-93M

Chicago
Taft Architeets [,eeture
Feb 7 Taft Architects will lecture on their recent work.
4:0opm. Al Lecture Center, School of Architecture,
University of Illinois at Chicago; (312)996-3335

Eugene, Oregon
Ihe Chicago Style Leeturee
Feb 2 and 3 John Hartray Jr., "150 Years of Modern
Architecture" and "Nagleo Hartray and Associates:
Recent Work." B:0Opm. School of Architecture and
Allied Arts, University of Oregon; (503)686-3656

New Haven
Yale Lccnree
Feb B Mary Miss, "foward a Redefinition of Public
Sculpture" Feb 15 Jonathan Bamett Feb
22 William Pedersen. 8:0opm. Hastings Hall, Yale
School ofArchitecture, 180 York Street; (203)436-0853

New York
Architecte for Soeial Reeponsibility
Feb 2 General meeting to discuss nuclear disarmament
and other socially oriented programs. 5:3opm. Japan
House, 333 East 47th Street; (2f2F34-8104

Boro'gh" of New York
Feb 2 'oFrom Planned Suburb to Melting Pot: Queens."
Last of three lectures on the history of New York
boroughs by Barry lrwis. $5 members, glo
non-members. 6:0opm. Municipal Art Society, 457
Madison Avenue; (212)935-39fi

Columbia Univereity Spring Iectures
Feb 2 Michael Kirkland Feb 9 Rafael Vinoly
Feb 16 Joseph Rykwert Feb 23 Anthony Vidler
Mar 2 Elliot Sclar Mar 9 Hugh Jacobson. 6:0opm.
Wood Auditorium, Graduate School of Architecture and
Planning, Columbia University; (212)280-3414

Pareonr School of Deeigu Lecture Coume
Feb 2 and 230 Mar 16, Apr 6 and 27, May
ll "American Architecture Now." Six sessions
conducted by Barbaralee Diamonstein including guest
lecturers Emilio Ambasz, William Conklin, Hugh
Jacobson, Helmut Jahn, Vincent Scully, Stanley
Tigerman. 5:0opm. Details: The New School, 66 West
l2th Street; (212)7 4l-ffim

The Shape of the City
lecture series, '"The Shape of the City: Who Decides
and Why." Feb 8 Philip Johnson Feb l5 Cesar
Pelli F& 22 Ulrich Franzen Mar I Herbed Sturz,
Alexander Cooper, Max Bond Mar 8 Brendan Gill,
Kent L. Barwick. $7.50 each lecture. 8:l5pm. 92nd
Street YMIIA, 1395 lrxington Avenue; (212)427410

Correctione

The following sentences were unfor{unately omitted from
"Holland at MIT' (January 1983, p. 22):'"lhe lack of a
clear outline, however, was not dire. The ideas, all of
them fruitfi.rl, added to our knowledge of the p"tiod."
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